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Heat measurements have l or.ig been of interest to scientists since 
most physical and chemical processes involve heat generation, its 
conversion into other forms of energy, or its ultimate transfer f'rom 
one body to another. However p it has been only during recent years 
that er.igineere have al.so becoll8 vi tally concerned with theae pheno•ns.o 
The sound barrier has relented before the onslaught of' advancing tech-
nology, but in its place has appeared still another obstacle.-the 
heat barrier. Researchers engaged in guided missile desJ&n, jet pro-
pulsion 1mprovements 9 and techniques of inter~planet&ry space travel 
are constantly grasping fr new materials which can suniYe higher 
and hJ&her temperatures . 
Tod~1s ra~earch ia further complicated by the ever increaaing 
demand tor t echniques of rapid anal3si e. No l onger can the engineer 
afford to delay a design several *1nt.ha while he awaits the prec11e 
determination of such design crit eria as specific heats , thermal con-
ductivities P and radiant emissiviti e of new materials that appear to 
be appropriate f or his particular application. Since the engineer can 
ill-afford to produce a design which is based on chance, he must utilil• 
the materials for which saoh heat characteristics have already been 
determined. In~ c:al!lee this technique does not result in the moat 
1ftic18nt design. 
1 
Calorimetry i s the theory and practi ce of making measurements 
of quantities of heat. It has heretofore been cons idered axiomatic 
that the use of such techniques should be confined to the scientific 
l aboratory under the careful supervis ion of a trained physicist or 
physical chemist. (1) 
The thesis is take,n here that certain principles of calorimet ry 
can be adapted for us.a by the engineer in such manner as to eliminate 
the time delay which now intercedes and prevents .immediate utilization 
of new materials. 
The specific heat of a particular substance i s the quanti ty of 
heat which must be added per unit mass of a substance to obtain a 
unit change in temperature. Mathematically,this may be expressed 
as follows: 
where 
C • Q 
C - specific heat of the substance in B.T.U./lb/°F 
Q = quantity of heat in B.T.U • 
.m = mass of the substance in lbs. 
6. t = resultant temperature rise in °F 
( I -1) 
Approximate specific heat vs. temperature characteristics of a 
material must be known before transient heat flow problems can be 
2 
solved. For this reason, a rapid method of specifi c heat determinat ion 
would be of much importance to the design engineer of today . More 
particularly, to be of utmost value, such a method should: (A) be 
able to produce final results within a 24 hour period, (B) be reli -
abl e t o within 10% of precise measurements , (2) (C) be adaptable 
t o the high temperature range, (D) involve an .µiexpensive apparatus 
of e l ementary design, and (E) be so designed that a well-tr ained 
techni cian can per f'orm t he required operat ions. 
3 
Although some of the most prominent r esearchers in the field have 
been reluctant to advocate methods which depend upon heat ing or cooling 
rates , such a method of calorimetry was chosen as the t ype best suited 
to satisfy the above requirements. (3) 
The advantages and disadvantages of' t his type and other types of' 
calorimetry will be dis cus sed in subsequent chapters. 
CHAPTER II 
A BRIEF HISTORICAL REVIZw OF CALORIMETRY 
As suggested earlier, specific heat is the thermal capacity of 
unit mass of a given subst ance. Early researchers quickly recognized 
that vater has the highest specific heat of all c01mnon substances . 
For this reason water was taken as a standard and assigned a specific 
heat of one. Later, investigators folllld that water, like other sub-
stances, has a specific heat which varies with the temperature, (4) 
(5) (6) 
The specific heat of a substance may be determined either at 
constant pressure or constant volume. Roberts (7) gives an empiri-
cal expression whi ch enables one to relate Cp and Cy, The relation-
ship which he has given is: 




C -p - specific heat at constant pressure 
C -
V -
specific heat at constant volume 
T - absolute temperature of the solid -
Ts = melting point of the solid 
Since the investigation posed by this thesis will be limited to an 
analysis of the specific heats of solids, the discussion in this 
chapter will not include constant volume determinations. 
4 
5 
Prior to 1800 Black (8) had discovered that when equal amounts 
of different substances at different temperatures were mixed, the equili -
brium temperature which was finally reached by the mixture depended up-
on a characteristic of the particular substances . This characteristi c 
has been defined as "specific heat". 
Although these early experiments made use of rather crude 
apparatus, results of one percent accuracy were not unusual. (9) 
In the mid-eighteenth century Regnault improved upon Black's original 
design and thus obtained a higher degree of accuracy. (10) The 
essential i.tems which were used in these investigations are shown in 
Figure 1 below. 
n 
1--- --- CAL ORI METER 
STIRRER 
-.=~~::t==;=---==-iH---- -- THERMOMETER 
:.....:::..=f-+- ---- WATER 
METAL SAMPLE 
Figure 1, Early Calorimetric Device 
The specific heat of the sample in question could be calculated 
by setting up t he relation hip 
Heat Lost by Heat Gained by f Haat Gained by 




where the subscript 11h11 r efers to the hot substance1 "c" refers to 
the cold substance, "f" refers to the final t emperature of the mix-
ture,and "k" refers to the calorimeter. 
The calorimeter may consi st of any body into which heat can be 
introduced and measured. For example, i t may take the f orm of a 
water type (9) or of a metal block type . (11) (12) (13) However, 
regardless of the fo rm taken p this "method of mixtures " ut ilizes the 
basic concepts de el oped by Black. As used todq, thi s method in-
volves the determination of the change in enthalpy of a substance 
between t he temperature of the furnace and that of t he calorimeter. 
Then, ,by processes of' differentiation, heat contents mAy be calcu-
lated from the relationship 
Cp c (~~ )p ( I I-4) 
White (14) has given the following two disadvantages of any 
"method of mixtures ". 
(1) The procedure is not always adequate for obtaining 
· heat effects at transition points, espec~ if the 
beats of transi tion are sm.all o 
(2) Many subst ances change state on heating and (for 
condi tions of rapid cooling) they do not always 
6 
revert to their or iginal state . 
Kelley (3) gives three advantages of t he "method of mixtures" 
as follows : 
(1) The method is direct and r easonably rapid . 
(2) Results are precise wi thin t he limits of reproduci-
bility 1n behavior of the substance. 
(3) The method depends upon no extraneous assumptions . 
The earliest S9S f elect r i cal heat in calorimet r,y were made 
by Nernst (15)g Eucken 16) 1 a.nd Sinon ru~ la.nge {17) ~ Figure 2 
represents a modifica ion of Nernst ' s equipment as made by Simon and 
Lange. 
--TO PUMP 
o- ---EVACUATION TUBE 
+--- VACUUM FLASK 
_,_ ,.__ _ _ LIQUID HYDROGEN 
r+-if--1--+-- -SAMPLE 
THIN WALLED COPPER VESSEL 
·1--+- -THERMOSTAT 
--EVACUATED VESSEL 
Figure 2. An Ear · Adiabatic Calorimet er 
Actually this calor imetric process (known as adiabat i c vacuum 
7 
8 
calorimetry) is a modification of the 11method of mixtures" developed 
earlier by Black. Although it has been used mostly f or low temperature 
analyses 9 Suckam.ith and Potter (18) have done some work in the higher 
temperature ranges . 
As sho'W?l in Figure 2 , the substance to be inveatiga ted is placed 
in a thin-walled copper vessel. Inside thi s vessel are also located 
a heating coil and a resistance thermometer . Surrounding the vessel 
is a thermostat of brass whi ch ia equipped with a separate heat ing 
coil. Junctions of a differential thermocouple are placed in contact 
with the copper and brass. By adjusting the heating current s to make 
the thermocouples indicate zero 9 i t is possible to prevent heat loss. 
The power supplied to the internal heating coil is EI, and the 
temperature , T, can be measured as a funct ion of t.ima 9 t . If a graph 
is drawn with time as the ordinate and temperature as the abscissa, 




J • 4,185 Joules/Cal. 778 . J Ft-Lb/B . T. U. 
And ~ as previously 
( I I- 5) 
From these relationships CP can be det ermined at any desired 
temperature. 
Bunsen (19) 1 a famous German chemist, developed an ice calorimeter 
which, when skillfully used , has proved to be highly successful in 
measuring very small quantities of heat or in determining the 
specific heats of very small specimens . 20) Ginnings and Corruci-
9 
n1 (21) (22 have improved t he technique and made mod~.f ationa of the 
orJ81nal method to the extent that their procedure is p,: saibly t he most 
accurat e calorimetric process for high temperature measurements of 
specific hea a. In Bunsen's instrument, F~e 3 11 the wnount of melti.nj 
was determined by volume rather han by weight. 
SCALE 
INSULATING PLUG---tc, 
Figure .3 " Bunsenc s Ice Calorimeter 
A test - tubeyheating chamber was sealed into a glass bulb which 
was f illed partly with boiled, air-free water at o0cY and partly 
wi th bolled mercury. The mercury column extended through an 
adjust able connection and finally ended in a capillary ube which 
was cali bra ed along a horiz t al scale. The whole apparatus? wi th 
he except ion of he capillary tube and t he mo th of t he tea tube p 
was immersed irl an i ce ba h er c ean snow minimize heat l ow 
or f rom the surroundings . A mantle of i.e:e Yaa made to form o t he 
outside of the test tube . This was accompl~shed either by bubbling 
ether inside the tube or by some other technique . Just prior to use, 
the capillary tube was adjusted in the sliding connection in such 
manner as to cause the mercury to stand near the extreme right end 
of the scale . 
The body whose specific heat was to be measured was dropped into 
the test t ube. It will be remembered that ice, on fusion, contracts. 
Hence, when equilibrium was finally reached, there had been a conse-
quent decr ease in volume due to the melting of some of the ice . This 
change in volume regi s tered on the previously calibrated horizontal 
scale. Knowing the diamet er of the capillary, the distance t he 
mer cury meniscus receded,and t he density of the i ce f it was possible 
to detennine the exact mass of ice which had been melted and the heat 
whi ch must have been given up by the body under examination. 
The i ce calorimeter is the most successful of all calorimetr ic 
devices in eliminating t hermal leakage. (9) This is due to the 
10 
f act that t he heat t ransfer takes place within the interior of a mass 
of ice whose outer temperature, accurately zero is the same (ideally) 
as tha t of other ice which surrounds it. In spite of these apparent 
advantages several dii'ficulties are encountered in using such a method. 
For example, in practice t he ice encrusted on the test tube does 
not always have t he same freezing point as the ice surrounding it . 
(23 ) This r esults in a dr li'ting effect of the mercury in the capillary 
tube . Still another difficulty is encountered in maintaining a 
constant density of ice in the mantle which forms around t he test tube. 
11 
Any var iations i. e . from calibration run to ac ual teat) will result 
in error s in t he specific heat det ermi:Ilations . 
Although i t la agreed that such methods of calorimetry will give 
excellent results when properly administered , the elaborate equipment 
and meticulous handling of the test procedure seem to point toward the 
inadvisability of util i zing sch proceases to accomplish the objectives 
outlined in Chapter I. For example~ the time of test alone would 
banish this method from fur her consideration . 
No at empt ha s bee~ made here co7er the complete history of 
calorimetry . Willis 110 , Fife (24) and others have given consider-
abl e attention t~ this a5pect . In f awt p entire bo ks have been written 
on t he subject,. (9) However~ ar. effort has been made to present a 
general background of cal·rimetry ~gat her with certain appli cations 
as applied by outstandir.g reisea!'~hers in th8 field . S ch a ba .kgr~ Ull...d 
is neces 9ary 0 .ince basic cvncep· ~ as diacu8~8d here have been r el ied 
upon in the pla.n..11.ing of t his par icular reseax:-ch . Te ,hniq_uBs> rela.t-
.ag to the comparative met h · d <..·~· calcrime ry will be dia~uas d in the 
following chapt ~r. 
CHAPTER III 
THEORY OF THE COMPARATIVE METHOD OF CALORIMETRY 
The first approach to comparative calorim.etry was made between 
1869 and 1891 by Pfaundler . His apparatus was characterized by the 
use of two calorimeters (twin calorimeters) which were constructed 
as much alike as possible . These calorimeters were heated by the 
same electrical current, with minute differences in their tempera-
tures being measured by a sensitive thermoelement. Relatively high 
precision could be attained with this apparatus. (25) However , it 
has been most successfully applied to liquids---or,,to the compar ison 
of two samples which are nearly alike. 
"Twin calorimetry" is limited since the method oes not approach 
its maximum usefulness unless the two calorimeters are exactly alike . 
White (26) points out t hat 
in a calibrated calorimeter practically all the errors 
come in temperature measurement 1 and most, though not 
the gr eates t of these, come in the 11 co61J.ng correction11 ; 
that is, the determination of the effect of the thermal 
leakage between the calorbneter and the environment . 
In r ecent years Smith (27) and Ed.nrunds (28) have combined the 
concept of the comparative calorbneter with other basic calorimetric 
techniques ( see Chapt er II) . The results of their investigat ions 
seem to indicate that a similarly designed apparatus might be devised 
which would satisfy t he objectives of this thesis ' as previously out-
lined. According to Smith (27), the comparative method seems to 
12 
have ut ility in the determination of specific heats with 
fair accuracy and great ease, employing only apparatus 
available in every metallurgical or physical l aboratory. 
13 
Although the previous i.nvestj.gators obtained satisfactory result s , 
it should be recogni zed here that the maximum temperature attained in 
their investigations did not exceed 900 °F. As pointed out earli er in 
this thesis (p.J) , there is need today for specific heat analyses in 
the higher temperature range (above 1000 °F) . 
The comparative method involves the electrical heating of a 
cylindr ical sample in such manner that heat flows in a cont rolled 
manner into the sample. The specimen is placed in a refractory crucible 
of l ow thermal conductivi ty and, with the aid of differential thermo-
coupl es , the temperature gradient through the crucible wall is closely 
controlled. Although the thermal conduct 'vity of the crucible varies 
with temperature , at any given temperature the heat f low will remain 
constant for a:ny sample under test. This makes possibl e constant heat 
flow to any given test sample . Therefore, the heat received by any 
test sampl e (for a given temperature) will depend upon t he elapsed 
t.llll.e and consequently on the specific heat of the sampl e at t he given 
temperature . 
The heat suppl ied may be used for giving sensible heat to the 
sample, for transmitting sensible heat to the calorimeter, or for 
furnishing t he latent heat necessary for any transformations wi thin the 
sample . From this analysis the following heat balance results : 
Q~ t _ W C 6 T + W C ~ T + W L s s s s e e s s s ( III-1) 
where 
Q . hea flow/unit t.ime 
C - specific heat of the empty calor.imeter e-
C - specific eat of some "standard" specimen 
S-




: mass of the "standard" specimen 
~ T = change in temperature during time .6.t 
16: lat ent heat of a:ny tranaforma ion that may occur within 
the temper ature r ange ~ 
14 
Now i t i s necessary t o write Equation I II- 1 f or calor.imetry tests 
of (A) an empty run, (B) a test run utilizing a "standard" test 
specimen of known specifi c heat characteristics, i . e . synthetic 
sapphire , and (C) a test run 1,,1here some t est specimen of unknown 
specific heat characteristics i s utilized . 
(Empty) Q Lite • W0 Ce 6 T6 III-2 
( Standard) Q Li t . w C 6 T +w C 6 T III- 3 
6 s s s e e s 
( Unknown) Q ~ t = w C ~ T -t w C ~ T III-4 u u u u e e u 
From Equation III-2 
W
5 
Ce = Q ~::j III-5 





Dividing Equation III-7 by III-6 and rearranging: 
6tu ~te 
Ws Cs LTu -6 Te III-8 
Cu• - .-
Wu D.ts ~te - -IJ.Ts -6 Te 
From Equation III 8, one can see that the specific heat of any 
substance (for a given temperature) may be obtained since the veight 
of the samples can be accurately determined, the specific heat char-
acteristics of the standard material are lmown, and the time-tempera-
ture relationships /j, t, existing at t e given temperature may be ob-
6 T 
tained by calorimetric testingo 
Due to the higher temperatures experienced in this research 
15 
considerable adjustments were necessary in applying the above relation-
sh1pso However, these procedures will be disc ssed in a later chapter. 
CHAPTER IV 
DESCRIPTION OF THE TEST APPARATUS 
In its final form the comparative calorbneter consisted of five 
main components : (A) the crucible and crucible base , (B) the 
heater, (C) the firebrick shield and evacuation chamber, (D) the 
standard and test cylinders, and (E) the temperature control and 
measuring apparatus . 
Each of these canst tuen~s is briefly described .in the f ollowing 
sections . 
A. The Crucible And Crucible Base 
The purpose of the cru~ible was two-fold . It served as a positi ve 
positioning device for the sample , and it also contained t he dif'feren-
tial thermocouples which were used in controlling the temperature 
gradi ent across t he cruci ble wall . Since furnace temperatures of 
2000 °F were anticipated , AI'IJ1strong (29) A-20 insulat ing fire brick 
was selected as a suitable crucible material. This heat resistant 
-2 -1 -1 
material had a l ow thermal conductivity (1 536 Btu OF ) .in .ft hr 
and i t s r esistance to spalling was good . 
Using an engine l athe a two- inch diameter cyl inder,three inches 
long, was first turned from the A-20 bri ck. Then , a J/4-inch diameter 
hole 2t inches deep was drilled axially into t he cylinder from one end. 
No tolerance was allowed to accomodate a 3/4- inch diamet er sample since 
a tight fit bet ween crucible and sample was desirable and since tht 
16 
17 
cavity could be reamed to fit by carefully using a t est cylinder as a 
reamer . 
A crucible lid (see Pl ate I) was also turned from t he A-20 brick. 
Its geometric shape was formed of t hree cyl inders of different dia-
meters . The main body of t he crucible l id was t wo inches in diameter, 
one end was one inch in diameter, and t he other end was turned to a 
3/4-inch diameter in order that i t might be f i tted into t he a.xially 
drilled crucible. In t hi s manner the test cylinder could be completely 
cover ed by the A- 20 br ick. Due t o the t hickness of brick at both ends 
of t he test cylinders, heat flow was generally confined to flow through 
t he lateral surface. 
The differential thermocouples were composed of B.& S. Gauge No.18 
Chromel (90 Ni 10 Cr ) and Alumel ( 95 Ni -+ Al -t Si +Mn ) wires. 
Figure 4 indicat es the location of these different thermocouples wit h 
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Figure 4 The Cruc i ble 
THE CR1JCIBLE, CFUC!BLE LID A D CRUCIBLE B SE 
19 
rior to ins t allation of t he different ial thermocouple wires , f our 
accomodation holes were drilled t hrough the three-inch long cylinder 
using a .No. 52 twist drill. As can be seen in Figure 4, the accomo-
o 
dation holes were alternately placed at 90 in order to avoid excessive 
stress concentrations which might have resuJ.ted in failure of the cru-
cible. AJ.ao, the holes alternated in position from th~ outside to the 
inside of the crucible wall with a radial distance of J/8-inch separat-
ing the outside and inside locations. 
Since the accomodation holes vere not much larger than the wire 
size, it was desirable to form the four Chromel-Alumel t hermocouple 
junctions without allowing any change in cross sectional area. Utiliz-
ing the butt-welding mechanism of a Model ML Do-All band saw, thermo-
couple junctions of constant cross sectional. area were formed. This 
technique also increased the sensitivity of the thermocouples.(30) 
By utilizing two sets of differential thermocouples in series, 
the resultant E.M.F. produced Waij magnified. Also, the averaging 
eff ec.t thus obtained was desirable. 
Chromel leads were utilized in order that the Alum.el wi re, which 
under certain conditions is subject to embrittlement (31) (32), 
would be contained within the body of the crucible . The thermocouple 
leads were extended through hermetic seals in the walls of the 
evacuation chamber and thence to a ballistic galvanometer. 
A crucible base in the form of' a thin wall cylinder was constructed 
to hold the crucible, and it was so de.signed that the crucible was 
positively positioned. The supporting base (see Plate I) rested on 
20 
three equally spaced ceramic legs which were themselves secured to the 
crucible base by means of Sauereisen Cement No. 6. Thi s type of 
arrangement allowed for easy removal of t he crucible without t hereby 
disturbing t he positive positioning feature . Armstrong A- 20 brick was 
aleo used in the construction of this support . 
As a safeguard, in the case of possible crucible fracture , two 
bands of B. & S . No . 30 Nichrome wire were placed around the t op and 
bott om of the crucible. 
B. The Heat er 
The component of the apparat us which was most d.if'ficult to 
construct was the heater . Previous .invest.igators (2), (27) had 
indicated t.hat improvement was needed with r egard to the furnace 
lag charact eristics . For this reason , t he t wo separate heating 
circuits were suspended f rom eight equally spaced support units. 
These thin,heatlng-wire supports were individually cut from an A-20 
bri ck ( see Plates II and III) . In this way the eff ective mass of 
the heater was kept at a minimum. 
Two heating circuits were designed and installed,although later 
test runs indicated that one circui t would have been adequate for 
0 
sample temperatures of 1800 F. Chromel heater wire, B. & S. No. 18, 
was used as the resi stance material in both heat ing circui t s . Each 
heating circuit was made on an engine lathe by coiling the wire around 
a 1/16-inch diameter mandrelo The elect rical resistance was ten ohms 
f or the inside heating circuit and eleven ohms for the outside heating 
circuit. In general, the heating-circuit design procedures as outlined 
PIATE II 
THE CaLO!UiZTER HEATER 
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by the Driver-Harris Co . ( 33 ) wer e f olio-wed. By experience i t was 
f ound that the heat ing wires t end to burn apart at the terminaJ.s . Thia 
wa a r emedied by crimping a f our-inch l el'J8t h of a 1/ 8-inch diameter 
copper t ubing to each end of t he coiled heater-circuits . (.34) 
-The heater was mounted securely on a two inch thick base which 
was constructed of A-20 bricko An inner furnace lid, also made of A-20 
brick, completed the furnace unit. 
In the case of fracture (of the A-20 brick heating wire supports) 
t he f ault was repaired using Sauereisen Cement . No. 6 which is electri-
o 
caJ.ly ~on-conductive to temper atures of .3000 F. (.35 ) 
C, The Firebrick Shield and Evacuation Chamber 
.. , 
The heater was surrounded completely by a laminated,cylindrical, 
insulating shield. This unit was composed l a rgely of a two-inch thick 
cylinder of A-20 brick which had a 1/4-inch t hick interior coating of 
Armstrong Insulating Cement No. 166. The exterior of this shield 
was surrounded with 1/8 inch of fiberglass insulati on, and the entire 
unit was then vrapped in four concentric layers of Reynolds aluminum 
foil (see Plate IV). 
The vacuum chamber was ma.de of a piece of steel pipe two feet 
long. One end was sealed. The chamber had an insi de dia:m.eter of 
thirteen inches and a wall thickness of 3/8 i nches. A two-inch wide 
flange was welded to the top end for purposes of holding a gum rubber 
gasket and to receive a 3/8-inch thick steel lid complete with twelve 
3/4-inch dia:m.eter retaining bolts. 
This system was evacuated to 29 inches of mercury using a Cenco 
PLATE IV 
O'JP.1PONENTS OF T~ COJ.IPARATIVE CALORir.1ETER 
Hyvac vacuum pump. A surge tank was located betlol'een the vacuum pump 
and t e evacuat i on chamber a s a safety device to catch any vacuum 
pump oil which might l eak back t hrough the l ine between consecutive 
tes t runs . After eva cuat ion, the evacuation chamber was filled lol'ith 
argon to a gage pressure of one pound per squar e inch . 
Since commercially manufactured hermetic seals were not readily 
available, bra ss tube f i ttings lol'ere altered fo r the purpose of 
bringing the thermocouple wires and electrical leads through the s ide 
of the evacuation chamber. This was accomplished by adapting several 
half-unions and accompanying flare nuts to receive Micart a insulating 
bushings . Prior to tightening the nut onto each fitt ing, a piece of 
Eberhart Faber kneaded eraser was inserted int o the cavity which had 
been machined into the 'Wltapered end of the half'-'Wli on. A pr essure-
t ight seal was formed by tightening the nut . 
The evacuati on chamber was equipped with a manually operated. 
relief' valve and a pressure gage . The gage was cali brated f rom 30 
inches of' (mercury) vacuum to 15 pounds per square inch pressure. 
D. The Standard and Test Cylinders 
25 
Since the success of thi s research was largely dependent upon 
securing a dependable standard of known specifi c hea t characteristics, 
a 3/4-inch diameter by 11/2-inch long machined cyl.:1.nd.er of synthetic 
sapphire (A12o3 ) was donated to the Oklahoma Insti tute of Technology 
by the Linde Air Products Company, New York, New Yor k,for use in this 
invest igati on. This material was known to posses s chemical stabili ty 
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27 
cially available with a very high purityp its specific heat character-
isti cs were accura l,y known, i t was non-volatile, non-hygroscopic, and 
it apparent}J" had no solid-solid t r ansi tions. (36) Figure 5 indicates 
the specific heat charactsr i s t i cs of synt het i c sapphire (Al203) as 
det ermined by Ginnings and Furukawa 36) of t he Nat ional Bureau of 
Standards . Dr op calor.imatr i c techniques were used with a Bunsen 
ice calor imet er and the accuracy obtained was bel ieved to be 1n the 
range of 0 . 2 per cent . (37 
Each test sampl e was machined to a diameter of 0.750 ± 0.005 
inch and to a l ength of 1 . 500 ± 0. 005 inch . A 1/ 16 inch hole 3/4 
inch deep (f or thermocouple accomodation ) was drilled ax1aJ ]7 into 
the sample f rom one end . 
Alt ogether over t we t y diff erent sampl e s were inves tigated. These 
included spec imen of copp.sr, brass.P v8.ll!l.di umj nickel j zirconi um, iodide 
tit aniUJ11, comm.er 1a.lly pur e tit ani um..11 and vario 13 alloys of titani um. 
Table I gi ves a t abulation f the chemical impurities present in 
each of the mat erials ssd . 
Plate V shows he synt het i c sapphire (Al 20.3) test standard and the 
other test cyl inders. 
E. The '.temperature M9e.suring and Control Apparatua 
A thermocoupla unit ma.de by the Thermo Ele c ric Co., Sad.dlebrook, 
N. J. ,wa s utilized to maasur the temper at ure of t he t est samples. 
It was made from B. & S. No. 30 Chr mel - Alumel wire .11 and i t was sheathed 
with inconel for p ction against corrosive atmospheres. The small 
diameter wire was select,ed in reaee e speed of response and to 
l'ABLE I 
1CHEMICAL ANALYSE.S OF TEST SAMPLES 
'I, Impurities 
Suppl.ier Mat11r.1.al. 
AJ. C Co Cr Cu Fe H Hf ~ Mn N Ni 0 Pb Si Ti w V z,., 
Rem-Cru Titanium, Inc. Unal.l.oy11d Ti A-55 
Rem-Cru Titanium, Inc. Ti C-llOM 8 
Rem-Cru Titanium Ti C-l30AM 4 4 
Titanium Metal.s Corp. of Am. Unal.l.oy11d Ti 55A ,H) .12 . 015 .05 
Titanium Metal.s Corp. of Am. Unal.l.oyed Ti l OOA .10 . 20 .015 .08 .04 .o 
Battel.le Memorial. Institute Iodide Titanium .03 * .008 .030 
Cramet , Inc. Commercial.ly Pure Ti .048 , 24 .004 .08 .046 .1.12 
.Mallory- Sharon Titanium Corp . Commercial.ly Pure Ti .10 .45 .01.5 ,04 
Republic Steel Corp . Commercially Pure Ti ,079 . 26 .013 .OJ 
Metal.a Research Labor ator ies Commercial.ly Pure Ti .04 .009 .007 .05 
Met al.a Research Laboratories Vanadium . 071 .008 . 097 .083 
Metal.s Research Laboratories Zirconium .01 .06 .01 .01 .02 .06 .01 .01 . 0(17 .005 .005 
Int ernational. Nickel Co . Commer c.1.al. Ni ckel "A" .01 
International. Nickel Co . "Cobalt Free" Nickel 
Amer ican Br ass Co . 99.9f% Pure Copper 
Amer i can Brass Co. Br ass (AJJ.oy Z71) 61.5 J . 25 J5 .2 
Linde Air Products Co . Synthetic Sapphire (ili-)3) 





decrease errors due to radiation and stem-co duction. (JO) Chromel-
Al um.el thermocouples were also known to be particularly useful in the 
temperature range 1400-2200 °F. Lead wires of cheaper material (iron 
alloy No. 125) with thermoelectric characterist ics similar to those 
of Chromel- Alumel were used. Cali brati on data for the thermocouple, 
used to determine the test sample temperature, are included in 
Appendix. A. Plate VI shows the order of assembly of this t hermo-
couple into the test sample and crucible . 
The Chromel differential thermocouple leads (which were attached 
to the crucibl e at one end) were connected t o a Leeds & Northrup, 
·oallistic, type P, galvanome.ter (sensitivity of O.Oll~c/mm). 
The external critical damping was 52 ohms and the period was 25.55 
seconds. To obtain a sui t able temperature gradient across the 
crucible wall, it was necessary to insert a 620-ohm resi stance of 
constantan wire. 
An Argus filmstrip projector was used to pro j ect a beam of light 
onto the galvanometer mirror and thence into a light barrier where 
the position of the image thus formed was controlled closely. 
The voltage input to the heating circui t was controlled manually 
with the aid of a General Radio Co. Variac, Series V- 20 . 
Test sample temperatures were recorded initially with the aid 
of a Leeds and Northrup Microm.ax Recorder, Model S. However, this 
was later discontinued in favor of a Leeds and Northrup Portable 
Potentiometer, No . 8662 and a continuous timer . An external cold 
junction was used in conjuncti on with thi s latter configuration. 
PIATE VI 
~,SSZI TBLY OF THZ TEUPER.-.TURE lEA.SURI EG THERr.:c c mJPLR 
CHAPTER V 
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES AND DATA 
The arrangement of experimental equipment is sho'W?l by Plate VII. 
All components were 1n close propinquity to each other in order that 
one operator could manipulate the temperature controls and other 
measuring apparatus. It was found that once the equipment had been 
set up, a single operator could record quite eas ily the necessary 
calorimetric test data. 
Prior to the actual test run, the calorimeter was loaded with 
a test cylinder. Then the chamber was evacuated and filled with 
argon as described previously in Chapter IV. As the run progres sed 
and as the temperature within the evacuation chamber increased, it 
was necessary to adjust the manually controlled relief valve so that 
a constant pressure within the calorimeter might be maintained. The 
practicability of this procedure will be discussed in the following 
chapter . 
The actual testing procedure was not complicated. Once the 
calorimeter was contained within a suitable environment, and the 
potentiometer balanced, the research technique became somewhat 
routine. Following the aforementioned steps, electrical current was 
allowed to flow through one heating circuit and the temperature 
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At the beginning of t he est when no current f l ow existed in the 
differential t hermocouple circui.t , the image which was reflected from 
the galvanometer mirror was l ocat ed at a null- point posi tion. However, 
as t he t emperat ure on the outsi de of t he crucible increased, the diffel'-
ential thermocouples in t he crucible wall would sense this condition 
and t he E. M. F. thus produced would cause the galvanomet er mirror 
(and image) to deflect. Since the magnitude of the arc traversed by 
the mirror image was a direct indi cation of the diff erence in temper-
a ture across t he crucible wall, any desired temperature differential 
could be maintained by causing the mirror image t o remain motionless 
s ince the E.M.F. /degree vs . temperature curve was practically a 
horizontal l ine. This was accomplished by a slight but continuous 
manual adjus tment of the Variac . 
A series of tests were run on synthetic sapphire (Al2o3), 
copper, unall oyed titanium, and two alloys of t i tani um while utilizing 
a temperature differential across the crucible wall of approximately 
113 °F. These data are referred to in this thesis as "Test Series A". 
During the progress of the research it was necessary to replace the 
f urnace base and to make some slight adjustment in the precise 
locat i on of the crucible within the calorimeter. After making these 
adjustments, test data were obtained for vanadium, zirconium, nickel, 
iodide titanium, and unalloyed titanium sampl es. These latter data, 
referred to as "Test Series BH, were obtained while utilizing a 
t emperature differ ential acr os s the crucible wall of approximately 
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The duration of the calorimetric te t depended upon t he specific 
heat characte iatice of the sampl e under consideration. Hence, the 
total testing time for t he mat erials investigated varied from a min.imum 
of five hours to a mrudmum of eight hours. 
To prevent the adjusting procedure which was necessary in the 
controlling of the Variac voltage) from becoming a tedious task, a 
series of voltage-temper ature rela oni5hi ps were plotted . (Figure 6) 
Theda a f or t hese curves were t aken from trial runs, and they served 
to aid the operator in es imating the voltage setting whi ch vould be 
necessary for any given sample t empera ure . Using t his technique , t he 
temperature differential across the crucible wall never varied more 
t 0 
t han - J F. 
The theory of compara ive calorime~ry as herein applied necessi-
tates that the researcher know t he time-temperature slope relation-
ships at any given temperature) for the standard j t he empty calori-
meter, and the unknown sample . see Equation III 8) 
Tables III, IV, V, VI, VII, and VII. of Appendix B include 
abridged tables of dat a which were reco~ded for Test Series A. In 
general j t he potentiometer and ime readings were recorded every 
0. 50 mi.llivolt as the temperature increased. 
For comparative calorimetry to be successfU.l~ i t i s necessary 
that t he equipment calorimeter give reproducible results. Figures 
7 and 8 show t hat the ime-temper ature slopes for the standard 
sapphire ) and the empty container in Runs No . 46 and 47 were 
duplicated later in t he research by Runs No v 53 and 52. The solid 
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lines which are drawn thr ough these dat a indicate a smoothed curv~ 
who se positi on was determined by the method of moving averages . 
Factor s relat ing to the use of this curve fitting technique will be 
discu sed in Chapt er VI. 
39 
The first analysis in the research was concerned with the 
specific heat characteristics of a sample of unalloyed titanium whi ch 
was fur ni shed by Rem-Cru Titanium, Inc., Midland Pennsylvania . Thi s 
particular mater ial was chosen because known specific heat data of one 
per cent accuracy were available for purposes of comparison. (38) 
These data had been suppl i e to Rem-CI'll by the Battelle Memorial 
Insti tut e, Columbus , Ohio, and it was kno'Wil that an ice calorimeter 
had been used in determining t hese data . Figure 9 gives t he t ime-
temperat ure slopes for this material as de ermined by comparative 
calorimet ry. 
Figures 10, 11, 12, and 13 include other Test Seri es A time-
temperature slope relationshi ps as were determined by the comparative 
calorimeter f or copper, Rem-Cru Ti C-llOM, Rem- Cru Ti C-130AM, and 
Titanium Metals Corporation of' Ame ica Ti 55A . 
As previously indicated, Test Seri es A and Test Series B 
were not operated under the same differential temperature character-
istics . It was t herefore anticipated t hat . prior t o running Test 
Series B, a new time-temperat ure slope relationship would be needed 
for the s t andard (sapphire ) . Figure 14 shows the new slope ·curve 
which was obtained for use .:in Test Seri es B. A comparison of t he 
results of the two t est series i s also indicated on this graph . 
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Figures 15, 16, 17, 18, and 10 indi a.t'e the time-temperature slope 
r el ationships of Teat Series B fo r the ma eriala~vanadium, Republic 
Steel (Cleveland , Ohio ) una.ll.oyed t 'itanium, iodide titanium, and 
nickel. As will be described later , these data were utilized to det er-
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DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENI'AL TECHNIQUES AND RESULTS 
This research generally proceeded according to the t heory of 
comparative calor.imetry as summari zed in Chapter III. However, 
certain basi c modifications were made during t he progress of the 
investigation which,it i s believed,tend to increase the usefulness 
of the technique. 
As noted previously, the firs t material investigated was Rem-
Cru Ti A-55, and the time-temperature slope data given in Figure 9 
was used to calculate the specifi c heat charact eri stics of the 
material. Figure 20 is a graphical r epresentation of these results, 
whiJ.e Table X (Appendix D) gives a tabular synopsis of the data. 
As directed by Equation I II-8, the "test-run " empty curve (Figure 8) 
was used 1n the determination of these specific heat characteristics. 
On analyzing the results obtained, i t was determined that the 
per cent error obtained from the test results was under 6 per cent 
0 
for temperatures up to 1200 F. Above this temperature r ange the 
0 
error increased, and at 1400 F the per cent error was al.most 14 per 
cent. This seemed to indi cate t hat some change was t aking place 
. 0 
within the calor.imeter at approximately 1200 F, and indicati ons 
were that the error was magnifi ed as the temperat ure increased. 
It was suspected that this diff iculty was being caused by 
radiation losses -which occurred during the empty runo (2) Since 
52 
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such radiation 'Would vary with the ourth powe o_ the absolute temper-
ature, it was decided to completely elimillate the 11actual 11 empty run ~ 
An examination of Equation III-8 revealed that if the time- t emper a 
ture slope for the empty container were solved for, the resulting math-
ematical expression "Would be: 
VI-1 
Note: l et 11u 11 r epresent a second standard instead of an unknown . 
This analysi indicated that if two standards were availabl e, 
it "Would be possible to solve for a 'theoreticaJ. 11 empty time-tempera-
t ure sl ope curve. This resultant CltrVe would represen an empty 
curve which , if it had existed in actuality , would have given O per cent. 
error if one of the two materials used had been serving as a 11 kno-wn" 
and the other had been serving an an 11 unknow. 11 Apparent ly r adiat i on 
l osses and ot her difficulties due to unknown aspects would thereby 
be largely eliminated . 
Figure 21 and Table IX (Appendix C indicate the results of a 
mathematical analysis which was obt a ined by using sapphire (A12o3) 
and Rem- Cru Ti A-55 as t he two neces 0 ary standards in Equation VI-1. 
These t "Wo particular ma. erials 'Were chosen because accurate specific 
heat charact eristics of both materials were known, and because the 
t ime- temper a ture lopes of t he two materials (for a given temperat ure) 
were not in proximity . 
The first sample which was analyzed using this new method of 
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exper .im.ental results of this teat " Kelley's data (J) are shown by t he 
dashed line . He believed his data to be accurate to within 0 .5 per cent. 
Using Kelley; s r esults as a basis the exper.im.ental test results varied 
from 1.0-2. 3 per cent error. 
As can be seen by examining the plotted values, all experimental 
tests showed a tendency for the data to assume the characteristics 
of a s ine wave . This differed from the random type distribution whi ch 
had been expected . No physical phenomena were discovered which would 
account for this consistent behavj.or. This factor apparently did no t 
detract greatly f r om the precision o the investigation, bu rat her 
served as an armoyance during curve fitting procedures . On the 
graphs included here, the solid l ines denote smoothed or averaged 
paths through the test data while the dashed lines indica e the 
appropriate dat a t o which the research is compared. 
Other materials which were investigated in Test Seri es A wer e 
Rem-Cru Ti C-llOM, Rem-Cru Ti C- lJOAM, and unalloyed titanium. 
furnished by the Ti tani um Meals Corporation of America . Of these 
materials, only the results of the two Rem- Cru alloys could be 
compared with previously determined specific heat character istics . 
In the case of the C-llOMJ t he per cent error was consistently l es s 
than 7 per cent. For C-13UAM, t he per cent error varied f rom 1 . 5 per 
cent at low temperatures to 17 per cent, in t he regio of t he t r ans-
ition phase. Since no other appropri ate research results wer e 
available for comparison with he unalloyed titanium, t he dashed 
line in Figure 25 represents speclf'ic heat data for 99.9 per cent 
0.34 
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pl.ll'e (iodide ) titanium. The specl.f1: hea curve of he unalloyed 
t itanium. apparently follows the same general t ·end as that of iodide 
titanium except that it is generally some 15 per cen higher . 
Test Series B involved t he specific hea determ.ina ions of f i ve 
material s : vanadium, nickel, odide itanium zirconiUln, and a 
sample of unalloyed titanium which 'was mawl.fac ured by Republic 
Steel. Although it was necessary use he revised time-temperature 
slope curve for sapphire (Figure 14), the use of the theoretical 
(calculated) empty Cl.U've was continued. (Figure 21) 
Kelley (J) reported that he bel~e ed the specific heat data 
for vanadium t o be accurate to within 3 per cento Compared to 
Kelley's data, t he test specif · c heat values varled from 1.7 7 . 5 
per cent error . 
61 
The data used for comparative pl.ll'p~se~ fo nickel were believed to 
be accl.U'ate to within 0.5 per cent, (3) Here, the test data di d 
not exceed a 7 per cent error and loca ion of the trans1 ion 
point was missed by only one degree Fahrenhei. 
Although t he precision of the data available fo comparison with 
iodide titani um 39 ) was not known j i was beli eved to be accl.ll'ate 
to within one per cent . Tes resul ,9 ccrresponded closely with 
these ref erence dat a . Except in he ranai ion range, the maximum 
error did not exceed 7 per cen . The phase change took pl ace 
J 
more quickly than di d that material described .in t he literature. (39) 
As can be seen from Table I, the zirconium sample had many 
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r eferences l ist ed (40) (4l) most closely resembled the test specimen 
in chemical analys i s. However, it is in eresting to note that the 
test results fell almost mid-way between the data published by the 
other .inves t igators . Un.fortunately, neither of the previous research-
ers recorded test data in the vicinity cf the transition point. 
The last t est sample analyzed was an additional sample of un-
alloyed titanium (Figure 30 . Comparison was once again made to 
lodide titani um. 
It is interesting to observe that the best apparent r esults 
with this apparatus were obtained for materials whose specific heat 
characteristics had been determined p evioualy with the greatest 
precision. Thus , it is probable that specific heat values determined 
by this research a r e actually closer to the true values than has been 
evidenced by the graphical comparisons 
Certain improvements in design can be made which undoubtedl y 
would improve the performance of he :omparat1ve calorimeter. These 
suggestions will be d iscussed in de aiJ. in Chapter VIL However, the 
techni que of applying experimen al applJ~a · ion;: to Equation VI-1 
demands that the investigator have an understanding of the inherent 
wealmess in this procedure . For exampl.e . bo h numerator and denomin-
ator of the equati on involve differen~es : and th1s t ype of calculat ion 
inevi tably leads o d.ifflculty--espe ially wh~r~ the t Y quantities 
involved are of similar magnitude. 
Since the determination of time-temperature slopes plays a maj or 
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1800 2 000 
important t hat the investiga r have aome analytical basis for use 
in the technique of curve fitting--particularly in the case of t he 
standard mat erials . The method of "moving averages" was us ed in th s 
investigation f or the purpose of establishing the "slope" curve for 
synthetic sapphire (A1203) and Rem-Cru Ti A-55. This method might 
also be applied t o the slope data of the other test specimen . 
The method of "moving averages" i.~ a statistical process of 
smoothing out the f luctuati ons which normally exist in raw data . 
In general , i t consists of a series of successive a erages whi ch are 
individually secured f r om the series of readings by dropping the 
first item in each group aver age and including t he next in the 
series--t hus obtaining t he next average . (42) This method has 
advantages over other methods l.Il bat ; (A) Compu ations are s imple , 
(B) comput ations are no time consuming , and (C) computations may 
be used to present dat a which otherwise would involve the fitting 
68 
of complex mat hemat i cal expressions Di sadvantages of his curve 
fitting techni que are : (A) Since the moving average is computed by 
the use of t he arithmetic mean ,. it ie grea ly affec ed by extreme 
values . Becaus e of this fact, he moving average will be pulled out 
of line by invalid points . (B) If the moving average is ut ilized 
where the t rend is that of a concave curve, the resulting calculations 
will assume a form higher than the true trend at all points . If t he 
trend is convex, t he r esulting calcula tlons will be correspondingly 
lower. (C) The met hod ·snot purely objective since the number of 
success ive data to be averaged in each group depends upon t he j udgment 
69 
of the r e s earcher . (D) he moving average method cannot be utili zed 
to the extent of the data since t he last point .1n the trend must occur 
several readings prior to the end of the recorded data . In spite of 
these objections , however , it is believed that the technique descr ibed 
is the most appr opriate for purposes of compar ative calorimetry. 
It is possi ble that the t est procedure could have be en s impl ified 
by allowing the pr essure within the calorimeter to .increase wi t h t he 
temperature instead of 11bleeding- off 11 the pressure manually a s it 
increased. Even t hough t he process is supposed to occur a t constant 
pressure, fo r all pr actical purposes t he speci:fic heat of solids is 
.insensitive to change s in pressure. (l ) This alter ation might al so 
be desirable f r om the standpoint that it would allow for an atmosphere 
of constant dens i ty during calorimetric t e8ting . 
Possible sources of error might be at ributed to t he differences 
which exis ted in sampl e emissivities and to the sample oxidation whi ch 
resulted from using impure ar gon . 
CHAPTER VII 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
A comparati ve calorimet er has been designed, construct ed , and 
tes ted in such manner t hat (A i t can serve as a reliable means 
of specific heat determinat ion, (B) it is relatively inexpens ive t o 
build, (C) r esults can be pr oduced with in an eight hour period, and 
(D) one operator can handle all t est procedures satisfacto r ily . 
Alt hough improvements in the apparatus can be made, the 
preponderance of da t a obt a i ned from this r esearch clear ly shows that 
processes of comparative calor:imetry can give the engineer desired 
specific heat vs. t emper at ure character istics of homogenous solid 
materials. Thes e data are well within f 10 per cent of the selected 
standards, whi ch makes t hem suitable for design criter ia. In f act , 
except for t emper a t ure ranges involving solid-solid transit i ons, t he 
majori ty of t he result s were nearer to a per cent error of I 6 per 
cent . 
Alterations whi ch might improve this technique include (A ) t he 
coating of all sample s with a common material to equal ize the differ-
ences in emissivities , (B) improving t he f urna e and calorimet er 
design, (C) designing a more effect ive evacuat ion system, (D) ob-
taining an o:xygen- f ree t est at mosphere, and (E) securing several 
"standards " for use in improving t he calibration of t he comparat i ve 
calorimet er. 
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Two poss ible courses of action with regard to the emissivity 
problem, which might be considered include the application of an 
evaporated chrome coat ing t o all t est cyl inders, and the utilization 
of an inorgani c coa t ing ( such as the JM Sealer EC-1137, which is 
manufactured by the Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Co . , Detroit , 
Michigan.) Inorganic coatings are limited, at the present, to 
0 
temperatures of 2000 F although improved products may soon be 
available. The chrome coating may not be the complete answer either 
since diffusion r ates be come more rapid at elevated t emper atures. 
(43) This would indicate that metallic coating of samples might be 
of limited value . 
It is believed t hat the furnace design could be improved by 
reducing t h e size o.f the apparatus o White ( 9), f'or example , 
believes t h i s to be desirable . 
Improving t he efficiency of the evacuation system is purel y a 
mechanical pr oblem. For example, an 11 0 Ring" seal might be desirable 
to replace t he conventional gasket and bolt arrangement . 
Oxygen can be removed from the argon by first passing this gas 
oc over titanium chi p s or turnings which have been heated to 650 
(44) . Anot her pos sibility would be to replace t he argon with hel ium, 
\tlhich has given quite satisf a c t ory r e sults in previou s re search of 
this nature . (2 ) 
Before much improvement can be made over present investigati ons , 
it will be necessary to secure several standards for use in con-
junction with the synthetic sapphi re (Al2o3) o Vanadium and chromium 
71 
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might b e suitabl1e .er this purpose . However, it ia vecy .important t hat 
spec j ic heat characteristics fer theee materi.aJ.s be kno'Wll aa precise~r 
a.s for t hat of t he s apphire ~ 
Recommendations fvr future research in comparative calorimetry 
include ( A) adaption of thle type apparatus to the 2000 °F - 3000 °F 
tempera.t1.tre range , (B) invest~ation into the cause :, and e limination:, 
of' t he 11 s ine wave 1t ef'f'ect which i.s present in the calculated specii'ic 
heat dat a .11 and ' C) to study the results c f · using diff'erent combin-
a t ions of' materiaJ.s in arri.ring at he most reliable "theoretical" 
empt y curve . 
This thesis ca.J.J.ed for an investigation of specific heat 
C 
determina tions for te~eratures up tc, 1800 F , whi ch is double the 
tempera ure range previot..s].y i~vesti'5a ed by comparati 7e cal.orim.etry . 
However 11 d..!e t..o the creaticr.. of' the I theore .t eal" e mpty curve ~ he 
c omparat i ·ve calorimeter now seelllB to be a n ex ... eller.:t. t ·"'ol f'or eve t. 
higher temperat ure inve~tigations . 
The 11 e,ine wave 11 eff'ect : .s e ,ridental.1.;.v- a cha acteristic inherent 
wi thin t he calorim.eter o Th..:.s should be elb:nina ted ~or h igher 
temperature investigations . 
Although t he uae of' synthetic s apphire u 2o3 ) and Rem-Cru. 
una.J.l.oyed titanium ss rved quite wel.1. for he determi..n~t.i.on of a 
11 t heor et,i cal 11 empty curve P it would be cf much value o know what 
cr i teria a r e nece ssary and des1.rable for such use . Possibly other 
c:omb ination s would g i-ve more precise reeui ts . 
It is hoped that ether inves+igators will solve these and other 
rel ated p r blems connected wi h thi s .improved calorimetric technique . 
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CmtOMEL-ALUMEL THERM)COUPLE CALIBRATION DATA 
Potentiometer Thermocouple Corrected Corre spend ing 
Ree.ding Correcti on Potentiometer Temper at ure 
(Millivolts ( Milli vol ts) Reading OF 
(Millivol t s) 
1.5 0.0010 1 . 5010 99 . 21 
2.0 0.0015 2.0015 121 . 46 
2. 5 0.0025 2. 5025 J.43 . 32 
3.0 0 .0030 3 .0030 165. 00 
3.5 0.0040 3. 5040 186 .09 
4 , 0 0. 0047 4.0047 208.12 
4. 5 0. 0052 4 .. 5052 229 .71 
5.0 0.0060 5.0060 251.46 
5.5 0. 0070 5. 5070 273 . 77 
6.0 0.0078 6.0078 296 . 27 
6. 5 0.0082 6. 5082 319 00 
7. 0 0 .0090 7.0090 341 .32 
7. 5 0. 0100 7. 5100 .364. 09 
8.0 0 .0105 8.0105 385.95 
8.5 0.0112 8. 5112 409 .14 
9.0 0.0120 9.0120 431 . 46 
9.5 0.0130 9. 5130 453 ,45 
10 . 0 0.0138 10 .0138 476.00 
10 . 5 0 .0145 10. 5145 498 .17 
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TABLE II ( Continued) 
Potentiometer Thermocouple Corrected Corresponding 
Reading Correct ion Potentiometer Temperature 
(Millivolts) ( Milli vol ts) Reading °F 
(Millivolts) 
11.0 0 . 0160 11 .0160 519 .83 
11.5 0 .0180 ll .5180 542 .18 
12.0 0 . 0.200 12 .0200 564 . 09 
12.5 0.0220 12.5220 585 . 93 
13 .0 0 .0240 13 . 0240 607 . 67 
13.2 0 .0250 13 . 2250 616 . 46 
13.4 0. 0260 13. 4260 624 .83 
13.6 0 . 0265 13.6265 633 . 62 
13.8 0 . 0270 13.8270 642 .14 
14.0 0.0280 14.0280 650.82 
14.2 0.0285 14 . .2285 659 .54 
14.4 0. 0295 14. 4295 667 .92 
14.6 0 .0300 14. 6300 676 .36 
14.8 0 . 0310 14.8310 685. 05 
15.0 0. 0315 15.0315 693. 83 
15.2 0.0325 15. 2325 702 . 41 
15.4 Ov0330 15 . 4330 ?ll . 05 
15.6 0.0340 15 .6340 719 .75 
15.8 0.0350 15 .8350 728 .12 
16. 0 0.0355 16.0355 736.64 
16.2 0.0.365 16 .2.365 745.30 
16.4 0 .0370 16 . 4370 75.3 . 63 
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TABLE II (Cont inued) 
Potentiometer Thermocouple Corrected Corresponding 
Reading Corr ec tion Potentiometer Tempera titre 
(Millivolts) (Millivolts) Reading OF 
(Millivolts) 
16 . 5 0 . 0375 16. 5375 758 . 09 
17.0 0 .0395 17 .0395 779 . 59 
17.5 0 . 0415 17. 5415 801 .00 
18.0 0. 0435 18.0435 821. 55 
18.5 0 . 0450 18 . 5450 843 . 54 
19.0 0.0470 19 .0470 864 .87 
19.5 0.0490 19.5490 886.21 
20.0 0. 0510 20 .0510 907. 12 
20.5 0.0530 20 . 5530 928 .46 
21.0 0 .0550 21.0550 949.37 
21.5 0 .0570 21 . 5570 9?0 .29 
22.0 0.0590 22. 0590 992.04 
22.5 0 . 0605 22 . 5605 1013. 2.3 
23.0 0 .0625 23, 0625 1034 . 29 
23 . 5 0.0645 23 u 5645 1055.50 
24.0 0 . 0665 24 . 0665 1076. 96 
24.5 0.0685 24. 5685 1097 .88 
25 . 0 0. 0700 25 . 0700 lll9 .17 
25.5 0.0720 25 0 5720 1139. 92 
26 . 0 0.0740 26 .0740 ll61 .42 
26.5 0.0760 26 . 5760 ll82 . 75 
27 . 0 0. 0780 27 .0780 1204. 08 
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TABLE II ( Cont inued) 
Potentiometer Thermo couple Corrected Corresponding 
Reading Correction Potentiometer Temperature 
(Millivolts) (Millivolts) Reading OF 
(Millivolts ) 
27 . 5 0 .0800 27 .5800 1225 .45 
28.0 0.0820 28 .0820 1246 .91 
28.5 0.0840 28 . 5840 1268. 46 
29.0 0.0855 29.0855 1289. 8.2 
29.5 0 . 0875 29 . 5875 1131.17 
30.0 0.0890 J0. 0890 1332.87 
30.5 0.0915 30. 5915 1354.25 
.31.0 0.09.30 Jl .0930 1375 49 
31.5 0. 0950 31.5950 1397 . 50 
32.0 0. 0970 32 . 0970 1419 .36 
32 . 2 0. 0980 32. 2980 J.428 .09 
J2 . 4 0. 0985 32 .4985 1436 .77 
32.6 0 . 0995 32.6995 1445 .46 
32.8 0. 1000 32 . 9000 1454.17 
33 .0 0.1010 .33 .1010 1462.96 
33 .2 0 .1020 33 .3570 1470 .03 
33.4 0.1025 J J.5025 1480. 59 
.3.3.6 0.1030 33 .7030 J.489 .68 
33.8 0.1040 33 .9040 1498.36 
34.0 0.1050 34.1050 1507 .04 
34.2 0. 1055 34.3055 1515, 7.3 
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TABLE II (Continued) 
Potentiometer Thermocouple Cor r ected Corresponding 
Reading Correction Pot entiometer Temperature 
(Millivolts) (Milli volts) Reading OF 
(Millivolts) 
34.4 0 .1062 34. 5062 1524.82 
34.6 0.1070 34.7070 1533.6.3 
34.8 0 .1080 34.9080 1542-42 
35. 0 0.1085 35 .1085 1551.32 
35 .2 0.1095 35.3095 1560.42 
35.4 0.1100 35 .5100 1569 .09 
35.6 0.1110 35 .7110 1578.23 
35 .8 0.1120 35.9120 1586.91 
36 .. 0 0.1125 36 .1125 1596.05 
36 .2 O.ll30 36.3130 1605 .14 
36 .4 0.1140 .36.5140 1613 .92 
36 .6 0.1150 36.7150 1622.96 
36. 8 0.1155 36.9155 1631.87 
37 . 0 0 .1165 37.1165 1640.72 
37 . 2 0.1170 37 .317.0 1649 .87 
37 .4 0 .1180 37 .5180 1659.00 
37.6 0.1185 37.7185 1668 .14 
37 .8 0 .1190 37.9190 1676.77 
38 .0 0.1200 38.1200 1685 .91 
38. 5 0.1220 38 . 6220 1708 .73 
39.0 0 .1240 39 .1240 1731.55 
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TABLE I I ( Continued) 
Potenti omet er Thermocoupl e Corrected Corresponding 
Reading Correction Potentiometer Temperature 
(Millivolts) (Mill i volts) Reading OF 
(Mill ivolts) 
39 . 5 0.1260 39 . 6260 1754.35 
40.0 0.1280 40.1280 1777 . 6.3 
40 . 5 0 .1300 40 .6300 1800.45 
41 .0 0.1320 41.1320 1823 .73 
APPENDIX: B 
TIME- TEMPERATURE SLOPE ANALYSIS 
FOR TEST SERIES A 
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TABLE I I I 
TIME-TEMPERATURE SLOPE ANALYSIS FOR SAPPHIRE (Al203) 
Test Run #53 
Weight of Sample= 43.255 grams 
Pressure of Chamber s l psig of .Argon 
Potentiometer .6t .6 T Average Temp • Slope 
Reading of Sample 6. t 
(Millivolts) (minutes) (OF ) (OF) .6 T 
1. .5 
7.04 22 .25 lll 0. 316 
2.0 
6 .82 21.86 132 0. 312 
2.5 
6.95 21.68 154 0 .320 
3.0 
7.08 21.09 176 0 .336 
3.5 
7.07 22.03 197 0. 320 
4.0 
6.97 21 . 59 219 0.323 
4.5 
6.92 21.75 241 0.318 
5.0 
7.22 22 .31 263 0.324 
5.5 
7.35 22 . 50 285 0 .327 
6.0 
7.25 22 .?J 308 0.319 
6.5 
7. 25 22.32 330 0.325 
7.0 
7 . 20 22 .77 353 0.316 
7.5 
7.22 21 .86 375 O.J.30 
8 .0 
7.10 23.19 398 0 .307 
8.5 
7. Z'/ 22 .32 420 0. 326 
9.0 
7 .72 22.00 442 0.351 
9.5 
7.40 22. 54 465 0.328 
10 . 0 
7 .33 22 .17 487 0.331 
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TABLE III ( Continued) 
Potentiometer L::i.t AT Average Temp . Slope 
Reading of Sample A t 
(Millivolts) (minutes) (OF) (OF ) A T 
10.5 
7.38 21.66 509 0.340 
11.0 
7.30 22 .35 531 0 • .327 
11.5 
7.35 21.91 553 0. 336 
12.0 
7.13 21.84 575 0.326 
12. 5 
7 . 20 21.74 597 0.331 
13.0 
7. 62 21.33 618 0.357 
13. 5 
6 .90 21.87 640 0.316 
14.0 
6.97 21.21 661 0.328 
14.5 
7.17 21. 76 683 0.330 
15.0 
7. 07 21.74 705 0.325 
15.5 
7.07 21 .06 726 0.335 
16.0 
6.95 21.45 747 0.324 
16.5 
7.02 21.50 769 0 .326 
17.0 
6.98 21. 41 790 O. J26 
17. 5 
6.63 21. 55 811 0.308 
18 .0 
6.47 21.99 8.33 0. 295 
18.5 
6 . 33 21.33 854 0.297 
19,0 
6.57 21.34 876 O.J08 
19.5 
6.42 20.91 897 0.307 
20.0 
6.22 21.34 918 0.292 
20.5 
6.33 20 .91 939 0.303 
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TABLE III (Continued) 
Potentiometer ~ t ~T Average Temp. Sl ope 
Read.ing of Sample 6t 
(Millivolts ) (minutes) (OF ) (OF) 6 T 
21.0 
6. 22 20 . 92 960 0. 297 
21. 5 
6 .02 21 .75 981 0.277 
22 . 0 
5.78 21.19 1003 0. 273 
22 . 5 
5.72 21.06 1024 0 . 271 
23 .0 
5.45 21.11 1045 0.258 
23. 5 
5.48 21 .46 1066 0. 255 
24. 0 
5.5J 20 .92 1087 0. 264 
24.5 
5. 28 21 . 29 1109 0. 2.4,8 
25 .0 
5.12 20 .75 1130 0. 247 
25 . 5 
5. 08 21.50 1151 0. 236 
26.0 
5.15 21. 33 1172 0. 241 
26 . 5 
4 . 97 21 .33 1193 0. 233 
27 .0 
5.03 21.37 1215 0. 2.36 
27 . 5 
4 .85 21.46 1236 0.226 
28 . 0 
4 .90 2L55 1258 0. 227 
28 . 5 
4 .72 21.36 1279 0.221 
29.0 
4 .73 21 .70 1.322 0. 218 
.30.0 
4. 53 21 .38 1344 0.212 
30.5 
4 . 55 21.24 1365 0. 214 
31.0 
4 .7J 22 . 01 1387 0. 214 
31. 5 
4.47 21. 86 1408 0. 204 
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TABLE III (Continued) 
Potentiometer .6. t 6T Average Temp . Slope 
Reading of Sample 6t 
(Millivolts) (minutes ) (OF) (OF) 6 T 
32.0 
4. 58 21.85 1430 0. 210 
32 . 5 
4 .32 21. 75 1452 0.199 
33.0 
4.43 22.18 1474 0.200 
33,5 
4,37 21 .90 1496 0. 200 
34. 0 
4 . 25 22 .42. 1518 0 .189 
34.5 
4.28 21 .86 1540 0.196 
35.0 
4 . 28 22.72 1563 0 .189 
35.5 
4 . 25 22. 01 1585 0. 193 
36 . o 
4 ,38 22. 09 1607 0.198 
36 . .5 
4 . 17 22 . 58 1629 0 .185 
37.0 
4 .10 22 .83 1652 0.179 
37.5 
4 . 05 22 .J6 1675 0 .181 
38.0 
4 .15 22 .82 1697 0 .182 
38.5 
3 ,95 22 .82 1720 0. 173 
39 . 0 
4. 03 22.80 1743 0.177 
39.5 
3. 92 23. 30 1766 0.168 
40.0 
4 .10 22 . 82 1789 0.179 
40 . 5 
J.83 23.28 1812 0.164 
41.0 
TABLE rl 
TIME-TEMPERATURE SWPE ANALYSIS FOR THE EMPTY CONTAINER 
Test Run #52 
Pressure of Ch amber = l psig of Argon 
Potentiometer .6.t .6. T Average Temp . Slope 
Reading of Sample .6.t 
(Millivolts) (minutes) (OF ) (OF) 6 T 
1.5 
2.37 22 . 25 ill 0.106 
2.0 
2 .12 21.86 132 0 .096 
2.5 
2.04 21 . 68 154 0 .094 
3.0 
2. 34 21.09 176 O.lll 
3,5 
2 . 20 22 . 03 197 0 .100 
4.0 
2.30 21.59 219 0 .106 
4.5 
2.37 21.75 241 0 .109 
5. 0 
2. 33 22.31 263 0 .104 
5.5 
2.43 22 . 50 285 0.108 
6.0 
2.34 22.73 308 0 .103 
6.5 
2 . 28 22.32 330 0.102 
7.0 
2.32 22 .77 353 0.102 
7.5 
2.25 21.86 375 0 .103 
8 .0 
2.35 23.19 398 0.102 
8.5 
2.33 22 . 32 420 0. 104 
9 .0 
0 .106 2. 33 22. 00 442 
9 .5 
2.30 22. 54 L,..65 0 .102 
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TABLE IV (Continued) 
Potentiometer .6t ~T Average Temp. Slope 
Reading of Sam)le ~t 
(Millivolts) (minutes ) (°F ) (°F .6 T 
10.0 
2. 35 22.17 4£7 0.106 
10.5 
2.42 21 . 66 509 0. 112 
11.0 
2.32 22 . 35 531 0 .104 
11.5 
2. JO 21.91 553 0.105 
12.0 
2.30 21 .84 575 0. 105 
12.5 
2.42 21.74 597 O. lll 
13.0 
2.23 21.33 618 0.105 
1.3.5 
2 .37 21.87 640 0.108 
14.0 
2.42 21 . 21 661 0 .114 
14.5 
2.57 21. 76 683 O. ll8 
15.0 
2.43 21 .74 705 0. 112 
15.5 
2.37 21 .06 726 0 .113 
16.0 
2.33 21.45 747 0 .109 
16.5 
2. 40 21 . 50 769 O.ll2 
17.0 
2.32 21.42 790 0 .108 
17 . 5 
2.37 21.55 811 0 llO 
18.0 
2.37 21.99 833 0.108 
18.5 
2.30 21.33 854 0.108 
19. 0 
2. 22 21 . 34 876 0 .104 
19.5 
2.37 20 . 91 897 0 .113 
20.0 
2. 27 21 . 34 918 0.106 
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'l'ABLE rl (Continued) 
Pote~tiometer 6t b. T Aver age Temp. Slope 
Reading of Sample L). t 
(Millivolts) (minutes ) (OF) (OF) 6T 
20.5 
2 . 23 20 . 91 939 0 .107 
21.0 
2.18 20. 92 
21.5 
960 0. 104 
2.20 21.75 981 0 .101 
22.0 
2. 12 21.19 100.3 0 .100 
22.5 
2.17 .21. U6 1024 0 .103 
23.0 
2.05 .21 .11 1045 0 . 09'7 
23.5 
2.03 .21 . 46 1066 0.095 
24.0 
2. 02 20 . 92 1087 0. 097 
24.5 
1.83 21 . 29 1109 0 . 086 
25.0 
1.87 20.75 1130 0.090 
25.5 
1.83 21.50 1151 0 . 085 
26·.o 
1.78 21 .33 1172 0.084 
26.5 
1 . 82 21.33 1193 0 . 085 
27.0 
1.70 21..37 1215 0 . 080 
27.5 
1.67 21.46 1236 0 . 078 
28 . 0 
1.70 21.55 1258 0 . 079 
28 . 5 
1.62 21 . 36 1279 0 . 076 
29 .0 
1.65 21. 35 1300 0 . 077 
29.5 
1.63 21.70 1322 0. 075 
30.0 
1.60 21 • .38 1344 0 . 075 
30.5 
1. 55 21. 24 1365 0 . 073 
TABLE 'rf ( Continued) 
Potentiometer 6t 6 T Average Temp . Slope Reading of Sam)le ~t 
(Millivolts ) (minutes) (OF) (OF LT 
31.0 
1.57 22.01 l.387 0 .071 
31.5 
1, 5.3 21. 86 1408 0 .070 
.32. 0 
1. 50 21 . 85 1430 0.069 
32 . 5 
1.57 2L 75 1452 0.072 
3.3.0 
1.42 22.18 1474 0. 064 
.33. 5 
1. 50 21 .90 1496 0. 069 
34.0 
1 ,45 22.42 15l8 0.065 
.34, 5 
1 . 45 21 . 86 1540 0.066 
35.0 
L 43 22 .72 1563 0 .063 
.35. 5 
1.45 22 . 01 1585 0.066 
36.o 
1 .38 22 .09 1607 0 . 063 
36 . 5 
1.42 22 . 58 1629 0. 063 
.37 . 0 
1.37 22 . 83 1652 0.060 
37 . 5 
1.33 22 .36 1675 0. 060 
J8 . 0 
1.38 22. 82 1697 0. 060 
38 . 5 
1..32 2.2 . 82 1720 0. 058 
.39 .0 
1.33 22 . 80 1743 0. 058 
.39.5 
1.47 23.30 1766 0 .06.3 
40 . 0 
1.33 22. 82 1789 0 .058 
40 .5 
1..37 2J • .28 1812 0 .059 
41.0 
TABLE V 
TIME- TEMPERATURE SI.OPE ANALYSIS FOR COPPER 
Test Run #4E, 
Weight of Sample - 96 .32 gram.a 
Pres sure in Chambers• l psig of Argon 
Potentiometer b t 6 T Average Temp . Slope 
Reading of Sam)le 6 t 
(Millivolts ) (minutes) (OF) (°F ~ T 
1. 6 
5.90 17 .72 ll2 0 .333 
2.0 
6.95 21.86 132 0.318 
2. 5 
8. 45 25 .97 154 0. 326 
3 .10 
6.43 19 , 04 176 0 . .336 
J . 5 
5.93 19 . 69 197 O. JOl 
4.0 
6.80 21 . 59 219 0 316 
4 . 5 
7.08 21.75 241 0.326 
5.0 
6. 6o 22 , 31 263 0. 296 
5. 5 
6.82 22. 50 285 0 .303 
6 .0 
6.93 22 .73 308 0 .305 
6. 5 
6.67 22 . .32 330 0 . 299 
7.0 
6.80 22.77 35.3 0 . 299 
7.5 
6. 92 21 . 86 37 0. 317 
8.0 
6.77 23.19 398 0. 293 
8 . 5 
6. 57 22. 32 420 0.294 
9.0 
6.83 22 .00 442 0.310 
9 . 5 
6.85 22.54 465 0.304 
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TABLE V (Continued) 
Potentiometer 6t 6 T Average Temp . Slope 
Reading of Sam)le ~t 
(Milli vol ts) (minutes ) (°F) (OF 6T 
10 .0 
6. 62 22 .17 427 0 . 299 
10 . 5 
6.78 21.66 509 0.313 
11 . 0 
6 .68 22 .35 531 0. 299 
ll . 5 
8. 23 27 .15 553 O.JOJ 
12 .125 
5. 28 16 . 31 575 0 . 324 
12.5 
6 . 42 21 . 74 597 0 . 296 
13.0 
6. 80 21 . 33 618 O. J19 
13 . 5 
6 . 53 2l . 87 640 0 . 298 
l4. 0 
6 . 43 21.21 661 0. 3 3 
14,5 
6 . 32 21 ,76 683 0.291 
15. 0 
6 . 06 21 .74 705 0 . 279 
15. 5 
6.35 21 . 06 726 0 .301 
16 . 0 
6 . 20 21 . 45 747 0 . 289 
16 . 5 
6 . 20 21 . 50 769 0.289 
17 . 0 
6. 00 21 . 41 790 0 . 280 
17 . 5 
6 . 00 21 . 55 811 0 . 279 
18 . 0 
6 aOO 2L99 833 0 . 273 
18 . 5 
6 . 07 2L33 854 Oa284 
19 .0 
5. 97 21 .34 876 0. 280 
19 . 5 
5. 68 20 . 91 897 0 . 272 
20 .0 
5, 34 2la34 918 0 . 250 
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TABLE V (Continued ) 
Potentiometer 6t 6 T Average Temp. Slope 
Reading of Sam)le Lt 
(Millivolts) (minutes ) (OF) ( OF LT 
20.5 
5. 57 20 . 91 939 0.267 
21.0 
5,47 20.92 960 0.262 
21.5 
5.40 21.75 981 0 .249 
22.0 
5. 12 21 .19 1003 0. 242 
22.5 
5.08 21.06 1024 0.241 
23.0 
5.02 21 .11 1045 0 .237 
23,5 
5.05 21.46 1066 0 . 235 
24.0 
4, 58 20,92 1087 0. 219 
24,5 
4.68 21 . 29 1109 0. 220 
25.0 
4,78 20 . 75 1130 0.230 
25,5 
4.50 21 . 50 1151 0.209 
26 . 0 
4 . 67 21 .33 1172 0.219 
26.5 
4.48 21. 33 1193 0.210 
27.0 
4 , .35 21 .37 1215 0 . 204 
27 . 5 
4.28 21 . 46 1236 0 .199 
28 . 0 
4 . 40 21.55 1258 0.204 
28.5 
5,18 26 . 59 1279 U.195 
29.125 
J. 10 15,77 13UO U.197 
29.5 
4 .17 21 .70 1322 0.192 
JU.0 
4. oJ 21 .38 1344 0.189 
30,5 
4.17 21. 24 1365 0.196 
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TABLE V (Continued) 
Potentiometer 6.t 6..T Average Temp . Slope 
Reading of Sam)le ~t 
(Millivolts) (minutes) (OF) (OF 6 T 
31.0 
4 .07 22 .0l 1387 0 .185 
31.5 
J .82 21.86 , 1408 0. 175 
32 .0 
3 .97 21.85 1430 0.183 
32.5 
4 .02 21 .75 1452 0. 185 
33 . 0 
4.18 22 .18 1474 0 ,188 
.33.5 
3.73 21.90 1496 0 .170 
34.0 
3.43 22.42 1518 0 .153 
34.5 
3.63 21.86 1540 0 .166 
35.0 
J . 75 22 .72 1563 0 .165 
35.5 
3 .60 22 .01 1585 0 .163 
36.o 
3.68 22. 09 1607 0 .166 
36.5 
J.70 22.58 1629 0.164 
37.0 
J . 65 22 .83 1652 0 .160 
37.5 
TABLE VI 
TIME- TEMPERATURE SLOPE ANALYSIS FOR REM-CRU TI A55 
Test Run #49 
We~ht of Sample = 49 , 04U grams 
Pressure in Chamber= 1 psig of Argon 
Potentiomet er 6 t .6.T Average Temp. Slope 
Reading of Sam)le .6.t 
(Millivolts) (minutes ) (OF ) (OF 6 T 
1.5 
6.17 22.25 ill 0.277 
2.0 
5.50 21.86 132 U. 251 
2.5 
5.25 21 .68 154 0. 242 
3.0 
5.88 21 .09 176 0.279 
J . 5 
5.53 22 .03 197 O 251 
4.0 
5. 43 21 .59 219 0.252 
4,5 
5.2J 21 .75 241 0.241 
5.0 
5.47 22 .Jl 263 O 245 
5. 5 
5. 33 22 . 50 285 0.237 
6 .0 
5, 50 22.73 308 0.242 
6. 5 
5.37 22 .32 330 0. 240 
7. 0 
5,, 47 22.77 353 0.241 
7. 5 
5,38 21.86 375 0. 246 
8.0 
5, 45 23 .19 398 0. 2J5 
8.5 
5.42 22 .32 420 0.243 
9.0 
5.40 22.00 442 0.245 
9.5 
5.63 22.54 465 0.250 
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TABLE VI ( Continued) 
Potentiometer 6t 6 T Average Temp. Slope 
Readings of Sam)le 6t 
(Millivolts ) (minutes) (OF) (OF 6 T 
10 .0 
5.48 22.17 487 0.247 
10 . 5 
5. 53 21 .66 509 0.256 
11.0 
5.37 22 .35 531 0.240 
11. 5 
5. 57 21.91 553 0. 254 
12.0 
5.38 21. 84 575 0 .246 
12. 5 
5. 35 21. 74 597 0.246 
13.0 
5.50 21.33 618 0 . 258 
13.5 
5.48 21. 87 640 0.251 
14. 0 
5. 38 21 . 21 661 0.254 
14. 5 
5.47 21. 76 863 0 . 252 
15. 0 
5.30 21.74 705 0.244 
15.5 
5.43 21 .06 726 0.258 
16. 0 
5.42 21. 45 747 0.252 
16.5 
5 .. 37 21 .50 769 0.250 
17. 0 
5,35 21 .41 790 0.249 
17 . 5 
5. 17 21. 55 811 0. 240 
18.0 
5.35 21.99 833 0. 243 
18. 5 
5.02 21.33 854 0 .235 
19 . 0 
4.98 21 .34 876 0.234 
19.5 
4.78 20 .91 897 0. 229 
20.0 
4.82 21 .34 918 0.226 
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TABLE VI (Continued) 
Potentiometer ~t .6T Average Temp. Slope 
Readings of Sam)le 6t 
(Milli vol ts) (minutes) (OF) (OF 6T 
20.5 
4.82 20.91 939 0.230 
21.0 
4.80 20.92 960 0. 229 
21.5 
4,63 21.75 981 0 . 213 
22.0 
4.47 21.19 1003 0 . 211 
22·.5 
4.50 21.06 1024 0.214 
23.0 
4. 50 21.11 1045 0. 213 
23.5 
4.15 21.46 1066 0.193 
24.0 
4.27 20.92 1087 0.204 
24.5 
4.13 21.29 1109 0 .194 
25.0 
4.07 20.75 1130 0.180 
25,5 
3.87 21.50 1151 0.187 
26.0 
3.97 21.33 1172 0.186 
26.5 
3.92 21.33 1193 0 .185 
27.0 
3.85 21.37 1215 0.181 
27.5 
3.73 21.46 1236 0.174 
28 .0 
3.75 21.55 1258 0.174 
28.5 
3.63 21.36 1279 0 .170 
29.0 
J.72 21 . 35 1300 0.175 
:c!9.5 
4.40 26.20 1325 0 .168 
J0.125 
J.46 21.30 1344 0.163 
J0.5 
3.37 21.24 1365 0.158 
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TABLE VI (Continued ) 
Potentiometer 6t 6.T Average Temp. Slope 
Readings of Sam)le ..6.t 
(Millivolts) (minutes) (OF) (OF ..6.T 
31.0 
J.37 22.01 1387 0 . 15.3 
Jl.5 
J.JO 2l.86 1408 0.151 
32.0 
J.Jl6 21.85 1430 0.151 
32,5 
J.20 21.75 1452 0.147 
33.0 
3.28 22.18 1474 0.148 
33.5 
J.20 21.90 1496 0.146 
34,0 
3.58 22.42 151.8 0.159 
34,5 
J.68 21.86 1540 0.168 
35.0 
4, 55 22.72 1563 0.200 
35.5 
5, 52 22.01 1585 0.251 
J6.0 
6.15 22.09 1607 0.279 
36,5 
5.23 22.58 1629 0.232 
37.0 
3.85 22.8.3 1652 0.168 
37.5 
.3. 40 27.86 1675 0 . 122 
38.125 
1.83 16.98 1699 0 .108 
.38. 5 
~ • .30 22.82 1720 0.100 
39.0 
2.20 22.80 1743 0 .096 
.39.5 
2.15 23.28 1766 0.092 
40.0 
J.00 .32.90 1782 0.091 
40.5 
TABLE II 
TD1E-TEMPERATURE SLOPE ANALYSIS FOR REM-CRU TI C-llOM 
Test Run #51 
Pressure in Chamber= 1 paig of Argon 
Potentiometer L'::,.t ~ T Average Temp . lope 
Reading of' Sam)le fil 
(Milli volt~) (minutes ) (OF ) (OF ~ T 
1. 5 
5 . 94 22 .25 1.ll 0 . 267 
2 .0 
5.82 21.86 132 0 . 266 
2.5 
5,37 21.68 154 0 . 248 
3.0 
4,97 21 . 09 176 0 . 236 
3.5 
5,87 22. 03 197 0 .266 
4.0 
5.83 21.59 219 0 .270 
4, 5 
5,77 21 .75 241 0 . 265 
5, 0 
5.50 22 . 31 26.3 0 . 246 
5.5 
6 . 00 22 . 50 285 0 . 266 
6 .0 
5, 67 22 ,73 308 0 . 250 
6 . 5 
5. 67 22 . .32 330 0 . 254 
7, 0 
5.48 22 . 77 353 0 .241 
7 , 5 
5 . 40 21.86 375 0 . 247 
8 .0 
5 . 78 23.19 398 0 . 250 
8 . 5 
5, 55 22 , 32 420 0 . 249 
9.0 
5. 62 22 .00 442 0 . 256 
9, 5 
5. 38 22 .54 465 0 . 239 
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TABLE VII ( Continued) 
Potent iometer .6t .6T Average Temp . Slope 
Reading of Sam)le .6 t 
(Millivolts) (minutes) (OF) (OF ~ T 
30. 5 
4. 53 21.24 1365 0.213 
31.0 
4.27 22.01 1387 0 .194 
31.5 
4 .17 21.86 1408 0.191 
32. 0 
1. 58 8.73 1424 0.181 
32, 2 
1.67 8.68 14.32 0.193 
32.4 
1.57 8 .69 1..441 0.181 
32.6 
1.65 8.71 1450 0.189 
.32,8 
1. 55 8,79 1459 0 .176 
33 .0 
1.22 7.07 1469 0.171 
33.3 
1.68 10 . 56 1477 0.159 
.33.4 
1.40 9. 09 1483 0 .154 
33.6 
1. .33 8 .78 1492 0.152 
3.3. 8 
1. .3.3 8.68 150.3 0.153 
34. 0 
1.28 8.69 1511 0. 148 
34.2 
1.25 9.09 1521 0.138 
34 ,4 
1. 21 8 .81 1527 0.1.37 
34 ,6 
1.18 8.79 1536 0.134 
34.8 
1. 23 8.90 1546 0.138 
35. 0 
1.13 9.10 1556 0.124 
35.2 
1.15 8.67 1565 0.1.33 
35,4 
1.15 9,14 1574 0 .126 
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TABLE VII (Continued) 
Po t entiometer .6.t .6.T Average Temp. Slope 
Reading of Sam)le ill 
(Millivolts) (minutes) (OF) (OF b,.T 
20.0 
4,80 21.34 918 0.225 
20.5 
4 . 60 20.91 939 0.220 
21.0 
4,58 20.92 960 0.219 
21.5 
4,52 21.75 981 0.208 
22.0 
4.60 21.19 1003 0 . 218 
22.5 
5.03 21.06 1024 0 . 239 
23.0 
4 . 22 21.11 1045 0.200 
23,4 
4.45 21.46 1066 0 . 207 
24.0 
4,55 20.92 1087 0.218 
24, 5 
4 , 73 21 . 29 1109 0.222 
25.0 
4,95 20 . 75 1130 0.239 
25 .5 
4,2.3 21.50 1151 0.197 
26.0 
4, 43 21 .33 1172 0.208 
26.5 
4,47 21 • .33 119.3 0.209 
27.0 
4,47 21 . 37 1215 0 . 209 
27 .5 
4,70 21 .46 1236 0.219 
28.0 
4,67 21. 55 1258 0.217 
28.5 
4.50 21.J6 1279 0.211 
29.0 
4,47 21.35 1300 0.210 
29 . 5 
4,45 21.70 1322 0.205 
JO. O 
4.47 21.38 1344 0 . 210 
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TAB.LE VII ( Continued) 
?otentiometer L t 6T Average Temp. Slope 
Reading of Sam)le At 
(Millivolts) (minutes) (OF) (OF .6T 
10.0 
5.33 .22.17 4f!>7 0.241 
10.5 
5.02 21.66 509 0.231 
11.0 
5.57 22.35 5.31 0.250 
11. 5 
5.15 21.91 553 0.235 
12.0 
5.47 21 . 84 574 0.250 
12.5 
5.72 21.74 597 0.263 
1.3.0 
5. 42 21.33 618 0.254 
D.5 
5.37 21.87 64D 0.245 
14,0 
5.48 21 .21 661 0.258 
14.5 
5. J8 21.76 683 0.248 
15.0 
5.38 21.74 705 0 . 248 
15.5 
5.37 21 .06 726 0.255 
16.0 
5.8.3 21.45 747 0.272 
16 . .5 
4,95 21.50 769 0.230 
17.0 
5.45 21.41 790 0.254 
17,5 
5.25 21 . 55 8ll 0.244 
18.0 
5.36 21 .99 833 0.244 
HL5 
5.31 21.33 854 0.249 
19 .0 
5.05 21 . .34 876 0.236 
19 . 5 
4.97 19.55 886 0.254 
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TABLE VII (Continued) 
Potentiomet er .6t .6T Average Temp. Slope 
Reading of Sam)le .6t 
(Millivolts) (minutes) (OF) (°F b.T 
J 5.6 
1.08 8.68 1582 0.124 
35 . 8 
1.10 9 .14 1591 0.120 
36. o 
1.10 9.09 1601 0 .121 
36. 2 
1 .08 8.78 1610 0.123 
36 .4 
1. 07 9. 04 1618 0. 118 
36.6 
1.00 8. 91 1627 0. 112 
36.8 
1. 05 8. 85 1636 0. 119 
37.0 
0.97 9,15 1645 0.106 
37.2 
1.03 9,13 1654 0 .11.3 
37 .4 
1.02 9 ,14 1664 0. 112 
37 .6 
0 .95 8.63 1672 0.110 
37 .8 
1.03 9.14 1681 0.113 
38 . 0 
2.35 22.82 1697 0.103 
38.5 
2.32 22.82 1720 0.102 
39. 0 
2.22 22.80 1743 0.097 
39,5 
2.10 23 . 28 1766 0. 090 
40. 0 
2. 08 22 . 8.2 1789 0.091 
40. 5 
2.00 23 . 28 1812 0.086 
41.0 
TABLE VII I 
TIME-TEMPERATURE SLOPE ANALYSIS FOR REM-CRU TI C-l JOAM 
Test Run #50 
Pressure of Chamber= l psig of Argo 
.t'o"tent.iomei.er D :t D. 'l' Average Temp . ~l.ope 
Reading of Sam)le .6.t 
(Millivolts) (minutes ) (OF ) (OF .6. T 
1.5 
6.92 22 .25 111 0 . 3ll 
2.0 
5.72 2L86 132 0 . 262 
2.5 
6.17 21.68 154 0 . 285 
J.O 
5.10 21.09 176 0.242 
J.5 
5.73 22.03 197 0.260 
4.0 
5.62 21.59 219 0 . 260 
4.5 
5.62 21.75 241 0 .258 
5.0 
5. 57 22.31 263 0 . 250 
5.5 
5.65 22.50 285 0 . 251 
6.0 
5.52 22.73 308 0 . 243 
6.5 
5.58 22.32 330 0 . 250 
7.0 
5,42 22.77 353 0 .248 
7.5 
5.55 21.86 375 0 .254 
8.0 
5.50 23 .19 398 0.248 
8 .5 
5. 60 22 .32 420 0 . 251 
9.U 
5.42 22 .00 442 0 . 246 
9.5 
5.48 22,54 465 0 . 244 
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ABLE VIII (Continued) 
Potentiomet er 6 t 6 T Aver age Temp. Sl ope 
Reading of Sam)le 6t 
(Millivol t s ) (minutes) (OF) (°F 6T 
10 . 0 
5 . 47 22.17 487 0.247 
10.5 
5.6J 21.66 509 0.26o 
11.0 
5.6J 22.35 531 0.252 
ll.5 
5.47 21.91 553 0.250 
12 . U 
5.52 21.84 575 o·.252 
12. 5 
5. 68 21.74 597 0.262 
l J .O 
5.12 21.33 618 0.240 
13 . 5 
5.83 21.87 640 0.266 
14 .0 
5.55 21 . 21 661 0.262 
14 .5 
5.43 21.76 683 0 .. 250 
15 . 0 
5. 47 21.74 705 0.252 
15 . 5 
5.52 21.06 726 0.262 
16.0 
5.52 21 .45 747 0.257 
16.5 
5.47 21.50 769 0.254 
17.0 
6.60 26.95 790 0.245 
17.6 
4 . 05 15.01 8ll 0.270 
18.0 
5. 22 21.99 833 0.238 
18.5 
5.23 21.33 854 0.245 
19.0 
5. 05 21.34 876 0.237 
19.5 
5.73 20.91 897 0.274 
20 . 0 
4.44 21.34 918 0.208 
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TABLE VIII (Continued) 
Potentiometer ~t .6T Average Temp. Sl ope 
Reading of S~le .6t 
( Milli vol ta) (minutes) (OF) (OF ~T 
20.5 
4. 82 20 .91 
21. 0 
939 0.230 
4. 88 20.92 960 0,234 
21. 5 
4 ,87 21 .75 
22.0 
981 0.224 
4. 40 21.19 100.3 0.208 
22.5 
4.85 21 .06 1 24 0 .230 
23 .0 
4,67 21.11 1045 0 . 221 
23,5 
4,50 21.46 1066 0.210 
24.0 
4. 50 20 .92 1087 0 . 215 
24. 5 
4,42 21.29 1109 0 . 208 
25.0 
4. 80 20 .75 1130 0 . 232 
25.5 
4 .02 21.50 1151 0.187 
26.0 
4.40 21.33 1172 0.206 
26. 5 
4.37 21 • .3.3 1193 0.2D5 
27. 0 
4.25 21.37 1215 0.199 
27 .5 
4.28 21 . 46 12.36 0.199 
28 .0 
4 . 25 21. 55 1258 0.197 
28.5 
4.18 21.36 1279 0 .196 
29.0 
4.18 21.35 130 0.196 
29, 5 
4.05 21.70 1322 0 .186 
J0.0 
4.02 21 . 38 1344 .188 
.30,5 
J .92 21. 24 1365 0.185 
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TABLE VIII ( Continued) 
Potentiometer '6.t ill Average Temp. Slope 
Readings of Sam)l e 6t 
(Millivolts) (minutes) (OF) (OF 6T 
31.0 
J.87 22.01 1387 0.176 
31.5 
3.83 21.86 1408 0,175 
32.0 
3.83 21.85 1430 0 ,175 
32.5 
1.85 10.87 1447 0 .170 
32.8 
1.92 10.88 1458 0.177 
33.0 
1.15 6.68 1466 0.172 
33.2 
~.68 15.50 1477 0 .173 
33.5 
1.20 6.65 1488 0 .. 181 
33.7 
1.13 6.57 1495 0.172 
33.8 
1.58 8.68 1503 0.182 
34.0 
1.13 6.50 1510 0 .174 
34.2 
2.63 15.92 1522 0.165 
34,5 
1.10 6. 32 1533 0. 174 
34.7 
1.15 8.64 1540 0 .133 
34,8 
1.55 6.90 1548 0.225 
35,0 
1,87 10.77 1557 0.174 
35,2 
5,63 33,94 1579 0.166 
J6.o 
1.83 11.36 1602 0 .161 
36.J 
1.75 10.73 1613 0.163 
36,5 
1.03 7,09 1621 0.145 
J6.'/ 
1.00 6.64 1629 0.151 
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TABLE VIII (Continued) 
.Potentiometer .6.t ~T Average Temp. Slope 
Readings of S~l e ,6t, 
(Millivolts) (minutes) (OF) (OF 6T 
36.8 
l.50 8 . 85 1636 0 .1? 0 
37,0 
1.65 13,42 1647 0 .123 
37.~ 
1.67 9.41 1659 0.177 
37,5 
0.92 7. 32 1667 0 .125 
37.7 
0.90 5,90 1674 0 ,153 
37,8 
1.18 9.14 1681 0 .129 
38.0 
1.18 9.14 1690 0.129 
38.2 
1.63 lJ.68 1702 0 .119 
38.5 
2 .63 22.82 1720 0.115 
39 .0 
2.38 22.80 1743 0 .104 
39,5 
2.27 23,30 1766 0. 097 
40, 0 
2 .13 22 .82 1789 0 .093 
40. 5 




DETERMINATION OF A THEORETICAL EMPTY CURVE 
TABLE IX 
CAI.CULATION OF A THEORETICAL EMPTY CURVE UTILIZING SAPPHIRE (Al20.3) AND REM-CRU TITANIUM A-55 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
Sample CPu Wu 
6t CPs ws ~tu Ate s 
Tem)° Rem-Cru Rem-Cru 1 x 2 6Ts J X 4 6 X 7 6Tu 8 x 9 J - 8 5 - 10 ATe 
. ~OF Ti-A55 Ti-A55 Al20J A1203 Al2o3 Ti-A55 12 + lJ 
100 0.128 49.04 6.27 0 .320 2.01 0.191 4.3.26 8.27 0.260 2.15 -2,00 -0.14 0.07( 
200 0.130 I 6.37 0.322 2.05 0.21.3 9.23 0.250 2.,31 -2.86 -0.26 0.09] 
JOO O.lJJ I 6.52 0.320 2.09 0.231 10.00 0.240 2.42 -J.48 -0 • .3.3 0.09: I 
400 0.136 I 6.67 Q;J24 2.16 0.244 10.55 0.243 2. 57 -J.88 -0. 41· O .10( 
500 0.139 
~ 
6.81 0 • .332 2.26 0.254 11.00 0.249 2.74 -4.19 - 0.48 0.11'. 
600 0.143 7.01 0, 333 2.33 0.262 11.Jl 0.256 2.90 -4,JO -0.57 O.lJ; 
700 0.147 7.20 0. 327 2.35 0.268 11.60 0.257 2.98 -4-40 -0. 6.3 o.14~ 
800 0.151 7.40 O.Jl6 2,.34 0.274 11.82 0.249 2.95 -4,42 -0.61 0.13~ 
900 0.156 7,65 O. JOO 2.29 0.2?8 12.04 0.233 2.81 -4, 39 -0.52 O.lli 
1000 0.160 7,84 0.2?9 2.19 0. 282 12.22 0.216 2.64 -4,.38 - 0. 45 0.10~ 
1100 0.165 8.09 0.251 2.03 0.286 12.39 0.200 2.48 -4.30 - 0.45 0.105 
1200 0.171 8. J8 0.234 1.96 0.288 12.46 0.183 2.28 -4. 08 - 0.36 0.088 
1300 0.176 8.63 0. 222 1.92 0. 291 12. 58 0.169 2.13 - 3.95 -0.215 0.055 ,-., 
I-' 
1400 0.182 8.93 0.207 1.85 0. 293 12.70 0.154 1. 95 - 3.77 -0.102 0.027 \,..) 
114 
APPENDIX D 
DETERMINATION OF SPEC IF IC HEATS FOR TEST SERIES A 
TABLE X 
DETERMINATION OF SPECIFIC HEATS OF REM-CRU TITANIUM A-55 
A B C D E F G 
Sample At At At C 
Temperature /5..T AT LiT A - C B - C Q 
p 
Al203 °F' Ti A".'"55 Al293 Actual E 
Empty 
100 o.26o 0.320 0.109 0.151 0.211 0.716 0.191 
200 0.250 0.322 0.105 0.145 0.217 o.668 0.213 
300 0.242 0.320 0.104 0.138 0.216 0.638 0.231 
400 0.243 0.324 0.106 0.137 0.218 0.629 0.244 
500 0.249 0.332 o.no 0.139 0.222 0.626 0.254 
600 0.256 0.333 O.ll2 0.144 0.221 0.651 0.262 
700 0.257 0.327 0.112 0.145 0.215 0.674 0.268 
800 0.249 0.316 O.ll2 0.137 0.204 0.671 0.274 
900 0.23.3 0 • .300 0.108 0.125 0.192 0.651 0.278 
1000 0.216 0.279 0.101 O,ll5 0.178 0.646 0.282 
noo 0.200 0.251 0.091 0.109 0.160 0.681 0.286 
1200 0.183 0.234 0.082 0.101 0.152 0.664 0.288 
1300 0.169 0.222 0.075 0.094 0.147 0.639 0.291 
1400 0.154 0.207 0.070 0.084 0.137 0.613 0,293 
1500 0.159 0.198 0.065 0.094 0.133 0.706 0.295 






























DETERMINATION OF SPECIFIC lli:ATS OF COPPER UTILIZING A THEORETICAL EMPTY CURVE 
A B C D E F G H I 
Sample 6t ~ .6. t W's cP Temperature LiT AT AT A - C B - C Q cP Wu 
°F Copp~r Al293 Theoretical E A12o3 ~ 
Copper 
Empty- 96.32 FxGxH 
100 0.334 0.320 0.104 0.230 0.216 1.065 0.191 0.449 0.092 
200 0.316 0.322 0.099 0.217 0.223 0.974 0.21.3 I 0.09.3 
300 0.,306 0 • .320 0.100 0.206 0.220 0.937 0.231 I 0.097 400 0.302 0.324 0.105 0.197 0.219 0.900 0.244 0.099 
500 0.303 0.332 0.116 0.187 0.216 0.865 0.254 I 0.099 
600 0.305 0.333 0.133 0.172 0.200 0.860 0.262 11 0.101 
709 0.301 0.327 0.144 0.157 0.183 0.857 0.268 I 0.103 
800 0.289 0 . .316 0.139 0.150 0.177 0.847 0.2735 0.104 
900 0.271 0.300 0.120 0.151 0.180 0.839 0.2782 0.105 
1000 0.248 0.279 0.103 0.145 0.176 0.824 0.2824 0.105 
1100 0.225 0.251 0.104 0.121 0.147 0.823 0.286 0.106 
1200 0.208 0.234 0.082 0.126 0.152 0.829 0.288 0.107 
lJOO 0.194 0.222 0.054 0.140 0.168 0.834 0.291 0.109 
1400 0.184 0.207 0.026 0.158 0.181 0.872 0.29.3 0.115 
1500 0.174 0.198 0.001 0.173 0.197 0.878 0.295 0.116 




DETERMINATION OF SPECIFIC HEATS OF REM-CRU TITANIUM C-llOM UTILIZING A THEORETICAL EMPTY CURVE 
A B C D E F G H I 
Sample At ~ 6t cP W's cP 
rsmpgrature ~ T t:l. T ~T A - C B - C Q W'u Ti C-llOM - F Ti C-llOM A12o3 Theoretical E Al203 ~ FxGx H Empty 50.22 -
100 0.274 0.320 0.104 0.170 0.216 0.787 0.191 0.861 0.1.30 
200 -0.264 0 • .322 0.099 0.165 0.223 0.740 0.213 0.136 
300 0.256 0 . .320 0.100 0.156 0.220 0.710 0.231 0.141 
400 0.247 0 • .324 0.105 0.142 0.219 0.649 0.244 0.136 
500 0.246 0.332 0.116 0.130 0.216 0.602 0.254 0.132 
600 0.25.3 0.333 0.133 0.120 0.200 ·0.600 0.262 0.135 
700 0.257 0.327 0.144 0.113 0.183 0.617 0.268 0.143 
800 0.254 0.316 0.139 0.115 0.177 0.650 0.274 0.153 
900 0.240 0 • .300 0.120 0.120 0.180 o.667 0.278 0.160 
1000 0.215 0.279 0.103 0.112 0.176 0.637 0.282 0.155 
1100 0.212 0.251 0.104 0.108 0.147 0,735 0.286 0.181 
1200 0.213 0.234 0.082 0.131 0.152 0.862 0.288 0.214 
1300 0.211 0.222 0.054 0.157 0.168 0.938 0.291 0.234 
1400 0.197 0.207 0.026 0.181 0.181 1.000 0.293 0.252 
1450 0.180 0.201 0.013 0.193 0.188 1.026 0.294 0.260 
1500 0.155 0.198 0.001 0.156 0.199 0,783 0.295 0.199 
1550 0.134 0.196 -0.010 0.124 0.186 0.667 0.296 0.170 
1650 0.113 0.184 -0 .030 0,083 0.154 0.5.39 0.298 0.1.38 
1750 0.095 0.173 -0 .048 0.047 0.125 0 • .376 0.300 0.097 
1800 0.088 0.167 -0.054 0.034 0.113 0.301 0.301 0.078 ~ -..J 
TABLE XIII 
DETERMINATION OF SPEC1FIC HEATS OF REM-CRU TITANIUM C-130AM lJTil,IZING A THEORETICAL EMPTY CURVE 
A B C D E F G H I 
Sample b t ~t ~ t cp W s GP 
Temperature 15.T AT ~T A - C B - C D Wu Ti C-130AM 
. °F Ti C-lJOAM il2~J Theoretical E Al203 ~ F x G x H 
Empty 49.62 
100 0.266 0.320 0.104 0.162 0.216 0.750 0.191 0.872 0.125 
200 0.256 0.322 0.099 0.157 0.223 0.704 0.213 0.131 
300 0.250 0.320 0.100 0.150 0.220 0.682 0.231 0.138 
400 0.248 0.324 0.105 0.143 0.219 0.654 0.244 0.139 
500 0.252 0.332 0.116 0.136 0.216 0.6JO 0.254 0.140 
600 0.263 0.333 0.133 0.130 0.200 0.650 0.262 0.148 
700 0.263 0.327 0.144 0.119 0.183 0.650 0.268 0.152 
Boo 0.251 0.316 o.139 0.112 0.177 o.633 0.274 0.151 
900 0.238 0.300 0.120 0.118 0.180 0.655 0.278 0.159 
1000 0.226 0.279 0.103 0.123 0.176 o.699 0.282 0.172 
1100 0.215 0.251 0.104 0.111 9.147 0.755 0.286 0.189 
1200 0.202 0.234 0.082 0.120 0.152 0.789 0.288 0.198 
1300 0.191 0.222 0.054 0.137 0.168 0.816 0.291 0.207 
1400 0.180 0.207 0.026 0.154 0.181 0.850 0.293 0.217 
1500 0.171 0.198 0.001 0.170 0.199 0.854 0.295 0.220 
1600 0.155 0.191 -0.020 0.175 0.171 1.021 0.297 0.265 
1650 0.140 0.184 -0.030 0.170 0.154 1.105 0.298 0. 287 
1700 0.121 0.179 -0.040 0.161 0.139 1.159 0.299 0.302 
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DETERMINATION OF SPECIFIC HEATS FOR TEST SERIES B 
TABLE rf 
DETERMINATION OF SPECIFIC HEATS OF . VANADIUM UTILIZING A. THEORETICAL EMPTY CURVE 
A B C D E F G H I 
Sample At At ~t cP ws cP 
Tempe5ature AT AT ,6T A - C B - C Q Wu Vanadium - F Vanadium Al203 Theoretical C A12o3 ~ FxGx R 
Empty 65.9 
100 0.320 0.346 0.104 0.216 0.242 0.892 0.191 o.657 0.112 
200 O.JlO 0.345 0.099 0.211 0.246 0.857 0.213 0.120 
300 0.304 0.345 0.100 0.204 0.245 0.834 0.231 0.126 
400 0.301 0.348 0.105 0.196 0.243 0.807 0.244 0.129 
500 0.299 0.353 0.116 0.183 0.237 0.773 0.254 0.129 
600 0.298 0.354 0.133 0.165 0.221 0.747 0.262 0.129 
700 0.295 0.349 0.1..44 0.151 0.205 0.736 0.268 0.130 
800 
~ 
0.289 0.342 0.139 0.150 0.203 0.739 0.274 0.133 
900 0.280 0.332 0.120 0.160 0.212 0.755 0.278 0.138 
1000 0.267 Q.Jl8 0.103 0.164 0.215 0.763 0.282 0.142 
1100 0.252 0.300 0.104 0.148 0.196 0.755 0.286 0.142 
1200 0.236 0.283 0.082 0.154 0.201 0.766 0.288 0.145 
1300 0.224 0.268 0.054 0.170 0.214 0.794 0.291 0.152 
1400 0.215 0.254 0.026 0.189 0.228 0.829 0.293 0.160 
1500 0.205 0.241 0.001 0.204 0.240 0.849 0.295 0.165 
1600 0.192 0.228 -0.020 0.212 0.248 0.855 0.297 0.167 
1700 0.177 0.216 -0.040 0. 217 0.256 0.848 0.299 0. 166 




l'ERMINATION OF SPECIFIC HEATS OF REPUBLIC STEEL UNALLOYED TITANIUM UTILIZING A THEORETICAL EMPTY CURVE 
A B C D E F G H I 
Semple .6t 6t .6t cP ws cP 
Temperature 6.T 6.T .6T A - C B - C Q Wu Ti 55 - OF Ti 55 A12o3 Theoretical E A12o3 !tJ126 FxGx H Empty 47.95 
100 0.259 0.346 0.104 0.155 0.242 0.640 0.191 0.902 o.uo 
200 0.253 0.345 0.099 0.154 0.246 0.626 0.213 0.120 
JOO 0.251 0.345 0.100 0.151 0.245 0.617 0.231 0.128 
400 0.250 0.348 0.105 0.145 0.243 0.597 0.244 0.131 
500 0.250 0.353 0.116 0.1.34 0.237 0.565 0.254 0.130 
600 0.250 0.354 0.133 0.117 0.221 0.530 0.262 
~ 
0.125 
700 0.250 0.349 0.144 0.106 0.205 0.517 0.268 0.125 
800 0.249 0.342 0.139 0.110 0.203 0.542 0.274 0.134 
900 0.245 0.332 0.120 0.125 0.212 0.590 0.278 0.148 
1000 0.232 0.318 0.103 0.129 0.215 0.600 0.282 0.153 
1100 0.219 0.300 0.104 0.115 0.196 0.587 0.286 0.152 
1200 0.202 0.283 0.082 0.120 0.201 0.597 0.288 0.155 
1300 0.187 0.268 0.054 0.133 0.214 0.622 0.291 0.163 
1400 Q.171 0.254 0.026 0.145 0.228 0.636 0.29.3 0.168 
1500 0 .. 170 0.241 0.001 0.169 0. 240 0.705 0.295 0.187 
1550 0.200 0.234 -0.010 0.210 0.244 0.860 0.296 0. 229 
1620 0.262 0. 226 -0.025 0.287 0.251 1.140 0.298 0 .307 
1650 0.210 0. 222 -0. 030 0.240 0.252 0. 952 0.298 0. 256 
1700 0.150 0.216 - 0 .040 0.190 0. 256 0.743 0. 299 0 . 200 r' 1'.) 
1800 0.093 0 . 204 - 0.054 0.147 0.258 0.570 0.301 0.155 
1'.) 
TABLE XVII 
Dl TERMINATION OF SPECIFIC HE.ATS OF IODIDE TITANIUM UTILIZING A THEORETICAL EMPTY CURVE 
A B C D E F G H I 
Sample ~t ~t Lt cP ws cP 
Temperature LS! /ST 6T A - C B - C D Wu Iodide Ti 
°E' Iodide Ti Al203 Theoretical C Al203 A.3.26 F x GxH 
Empty 49.02 
100 0.278 0.346 0.104 0.174 0.242 0.719 0.191 0.882 0.121 
200 0.268 0.345 0.099 0.169 0.246 o.687 0.213 0.129 
JOO 0.262 0,345 0.100 0.162 0.245 0.661 0.231 0.135 
400 0.257 0.348 0.105 0.152 0.243 0.(,25 0.244 0.135 
500 0.255 0.353 0.116 0.139 0.237 0.586 0.254 0.131 
600 0.255 0.354 0.133 0.122 0.221 0.552 0.262 0.128 
700 0.255 0.349 0.144 0.111 0.205 0.542 0.268 0.128 
800 0.254 0.342 0.139 0.115 0.203 0.567 0.274 0.137 
900 0.250 0.332 0.120 0.130 0.212 o.613 0.278 0.150 
1000 0.238 0.318 0.103 0.135 0.215 0.627 0.282 0. 156 
1100 0.220 0.300 0.104 0.116 0.196 0.592 0.286 0.149 
1200 0.202 0.283 0.082 0.120 0.201 0.597 0.288 0.152 
1300 0.183 0.268 0. 054 0.129 0.214 0.603 0.291 0.155 
1400 0.168 0.254 0.026 0.142 0.228 0.623 0.293 0.161 
1500 0.155 0.241 0. 001 0.154 0.240 0. 642 0. 295 0.167 
1550 0.155 0.234 -0.010 0.165 0.244 0.676 0. 296 0.177 
1600 0.661 0.228 - 0.020 0.682 0, 248 2. 750 0.297 0. 720 
1650 0.120 0.222 -0. 031 0.151 0. 253 0. 597 0.298 0.157 




1800 0 .092 0. 204 - 0.054 0.146 0. 258 0. 566 O. JOl 0.150 
TABLE XVIII 
DETERMINATION OF SPECIFIC HEATS OF ZIRCONIUM 
A B C D E F G H I 
Sample ~t .6.t L'..t .6tu- ~te Ats- .6.te Ws Gp - - --~ Temperature .ti. T .6. T 6. T L!Tu b.Te ATS .6Te ill Cp Wu Zirconium 
OF Zirconium Al203 Theor et ical (A )-(C) (B)- (C) (E) Al2o3 !i.3.26 (F)( G) (H) Empty 70.95 
100 0.240 0.346 0.104 0.136 0.242 0. 562 0.191 o. 6097 0. 066 
200 0.230 0.345 0.099 0.131 0.246 0.533 0.213 0. 069 
JOO 0.225 0.345 0.100 0.125 0.245 0. 511 0.231 I 0. 072 
400 0.227 0.348 0.105 0.122 0.243 0.502 0.244 I 0. 075 
500 0.234 0.353 0.116 0.118 0.237 0.497 0.254 I 0.077 600 0.2.38 0.354 0.133 0. 105 0.221 0.475 0.262 0. 076 
~ 700 0.234 0.349 0.144 0. 090 0.205 0.4.39 0. 268 0. 075 800 0.226 0.342 0.139 0. 087 0.203 0.429 0.274 0.072 
900 0.217 0.332 0.120 0. 097 0. 212 0.457 0.278 0.078 
1000 0.206 0.318 0.103 0.103 0.215 0.479 0.282 0. 082 
1100 0.194 0.300 0.104 0. 090 0.196 0.459 0.286 · 0. 080 
1200 0.180 0.283 0. 082 0. 098 0.201 0.488 0.288 0. 086 
1300 0.167 0. 268 0.054 0.113 0.214 0. 538 0. 291 0. 094 
1400 0.155 0.254 0.026 0.129 0.228 0. 566 0.293 0.101 
1500 0.141 0.241 0. 001 0.140 0. 240 0. 583 0.295 0.105 
1580 0.210 0.2.31 - 0. 016 0.226 0.247 0.915 0.297 0.166 
1610 0. 316 0.227 - 0. 023 0. 339 0.250 1. 36 0.298 0.246 
1660 0.216 0. 221 - 0.032 0.248 0.253 0.982 0.299 0.179 
1700 0.140 0. 216 - 0. 040 0.144 0.220 o. 655 0.299 0.119 t,-1 
1800 0.100 0 .204 0.258 0. 597 0.110 
t: 
- 0.054 0.154 0. 301 
TABLE XIX 
DETERMINATION OF SPECIFIC HEATS OF "COBALT FREE" NICKEL 
A B C D E F G H I 
Sample L:'.::.t 6t ~t cP Ws cP 
remperature 6.T ,6T 6 T A - C B - C Q. Al2o3 Wu °F Nickel Al203 Theoretical E /JJ..26 Nickel 
Empty 96.88 
100 O.J80 0.346 0.104 0.276 0.242 1.140 0.191 0 .4,4.65 0 .097 
200 0.372 0.345 0.099 0.273 0.246 1.110 0.213 I 0 .106 
300 O.J67 0.345 0.100 0 . 267 0.245 1.090 0.231 O. llJ 
400 0.368 0.348 0 .105 0.263 0.243 1.080 0.244 0.118 
500 0.376 0.35.3 O.ll6 0.260 0.237 1.098 0.254 0 .125 
600 0.388 0.354 0.133 0.255 0.221 1 .154 0.262 
~ 
0.135 
650 0.395 0.351 0.139 0.256 0.212 1.207 0.265 0. 143 
680 0.398 0.349 0.142 0.256 0.207 1.237 0.267 0 .148 
700 0.354 0.349 O.JJ.4 0.210 0.205 1.025 0.268 0 .123 
800 0.342 0.342 0.139 0.203 0.203 1.000 0. 274 0.122 
900 0.333 0.332 0.120 0.213 0.212 1.005 0 . 278 0 .125 
1000 0.320 0.318 0 .102 0 .217 0.215 1.008 0.282 0 .127 
1100 0.303 0.300 0.104 0.199 0.196 1.015 0.286 0 .130 
1200 0 .286 0 .283 0 . 082 0.204 0.201 1.014 0.288 0.131 
1300 0.274 0.268 0.054 0.220 0.214 1.028 0. 291 0.134 
1400 0.261 0 .254 0 .026 0 .235 0.228 1.030 0. 29.3 0.135 
1500 0 . 246 0 .241 0. 001 0.245 0.240 1. 021 0.295 0.135 
1600 0.230 0.228 -0 .020 0 .250 0.248 1 .008 0 .297 0 .134 




1800 0.198 0.204 -0. 054 0.252 0. 258 0 . 977 0 .301 0.131 
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